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Basketball
Preview

Page7
The Student Government
Association hosted The
of Kissing in the Curris
Monday night. Stutage demonstratkisses.

The Sports
section takes
a look at the
season ahead
for the Racer
basketball
teams
and
their plans to
dom.inate the
Ohio Valley
Conference.
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Paisley shares 'little moment'
Stephanie Salmons

Country star
engages crowd
with his
hottest lyrics.

Staff Writer
ssalmorlS@thenews.org

Excited chatter filled the air of the
Regional Special Events Center Sunday night as students and members
of the community gathered to
watch one of the biggest names
in country music perform.
Enthusiastic fans welcomed
Country singers Brad Paisley
and Josh Gracin to Murray
Stare.
Brandy Huynh, freshman
from Murray, had never
been to a concert on Murray
State's campus before, but
thought Paisley was a good
choice.
"They haven't really had anyone I wanted to see," she said.
Cassidy Strader, from Calvert City
and a student from Paducah Community
College, agreed and said she had attended two previous concerts hosted by
Murray State.
''Not many famous people tour in this
area," Strader said.
Misty Sanders. sophomore from
Cadiz, said she came to the show
because Paisley is really popular and
it was close to home.
"It's Brad, come on," she said.
Inside the RSEC, fans waited for
Gracin, former Marine and American
Idol contestant, to hit the stage.
The lights dimmed, and the patrons
began to scream as WKYQ disc jockeys
appeared on the stage to announce Gracin
to the crowd.
Wearing a green shirt, blue jeans and
a black jacket, Gracin ran on to the stage
and opened his set with his current hit and
debut single, "1 Want ~oLive."
''The louder and crazier you get, the
louder and crazier we get on stage," Gracin
said.

Country star Brad Paisley performs in the Regional
Special Events Center Sunday night to enthusiastic
and energetic fans. The RSEC sold 2,538 tickets for
the event, and officials considered it a success. Before
Paisley took the stage, Josh Gracln performed an
opening act to ready the crowd for Paisley. Paisley
performed songs, such as 'Celebrity,' 'I'm Gonna Miss
' 'Little Moments' and 'Mud on the Tires.t
Chapman/The News

He then invited the fans to move closer to
the stage. Following the invitation the crowd
rushed the stage.
Gracin's nearly hour-long set was filled
with songs off of his new self-titled CD, on
Lyric Street Records, but also included a
cover of Bon Jovi's "It's my Life."
After Gracin's set and a brief intermission,
the lights in the RSEC dimmed again, and the
crowd erupted in cheers.
·
A man wearing blue jeans, a white cowboy
hat and a navy blue and gold Murray State
shirt appeared on stage. Even with a guitar
hanging around his neck, Paisley would not
look out of place on campus.
"We're going to play some country music,"
Paisley said. "You know what that is here,
don't you?"
On the stage were two large projector
screens and three smaller television screens
which displayed images appropriate to each
song. While playing his current hit single
"Whiskey Lullaby," the screens bore images
of Alison Krauss singing her part of the duet.
Crowd interaction was an integral part of
the show. Paisley offered relationship advice
to the crowd, and after audience members,
including a male fan, shouted they loved him,
he responded: "I love you too, but not as
much. It's still love though."
Gracin's supporting band made an unscheduled appearance onstage during Paisley's set.
Three men wearing costumes, which included a too-small football uniform and a Mrs.
Claus-type negligee, came dancing across the
stage. When the third band member ran
across the stage in nothing but a thong and a
hat, Paisley laughed while singing.
When Paisley began to play his hit song,
"Celebrity,'' audience members were allowed
to move toward the stage. They remained
there for the final three songs of the evening.
"(The show) was awesome," said Heather
Lyles, from Benton. "Gracin was good, but
Brad was better."
Lesli White, senior from Paducah, also
enjoyed the show.
"I loved it," she said. "I thought it was awesome. I love his music, and it was just great."
White said the highlight of the evening was
getting Paisley's guitar pick. Paisley was
someone she always wanted to see, and the
RSEC did a good job on booking Paisley,
she said.
"He just has great talent,"
White said.
Shelley Todd, facility manag~r for
RSEC, considered the show a success. There were 2,538 tickets sold.
Eight hundred and three were purchased
by students. She said she has only heard good
things from those who attended the show.
"Anytime the public leaves and is happy
with their purchases and the show, we consider it successful," she said.
Todd said the tour managers were
impressed with the University, the community and the RSEC and are in contact to possibly book rehearsal days at the facility.
Said Todd: "It says a lot about Murray State
and the community."

Council makes changes to 2005 bulletin Basketball star pleads guilty
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
mcasey@thenews.org

Last week the Academic Council unanimously
approved a proposal to
allow individual programs to reduce the
required number of credit hours to 120 and make
Humanities 212 an elective for bachelor's of science students in the
2005-07 Undergraduate
Bulletin.
Bachelor's of arts students· will still be
required to take HUM
212 but an elective will be
eliminated.
"One of the recommendations that came out
was that not only would
we look at majors or
areas for reducing hours,
but we would also look at
reducing university stud-
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ies," said Michael Perlow,
chair of the Academic
Council Undergraduate
Studies Committee:
Sarah Hobson, Academic Council student representative, said some
people she has spoken
with are concerned about
missing valuable information. She said HUM
212 was a valuable class
but believed the changes
to be for the best.
"(But) representatives
from the humanities
department and Tim
Todd assured us that
some of the information
from HUM 212 would be
incorporated into 211,"
Hobson said.
Michael Perlow said
HUM 212 was made an
elective rather than 211
because the content in
HUM 212 is addressed in
other courses.

a
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"A number of (programs) are going to. 120
total, and the ones that
can, by eliminating free
electives, are reducing
the number of hours
from 128 to a number
somewhere above 120,"
he said. "We have
addressed some eight or
nine (programs) up to
this point."
Perlow said there was
no extreme opposition to
the proposal.
"The purpose of this
(is) to serve the students
and attempt to reduce the
number of hours to eliminate some of the extraneous material that happens in almost all the
majors," Perlow said.
In a campus-wide email, Gary Brockway,
vice president of academic affairs. said understanding the changes in
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graduation requirements
is important for students
to know.
"Students graduating
prior to December 2005
must use an existing catalog and must complete
HUM 212 as a graduation
requirement," he said.
Brockway said current
students may switch to
the new catalog, but need
to be aware of any additional changes in their
major or minor.
Said Brockway: "MSU
graduates students from
entirely one catalog. not
combinations of several,
so any current student
planning to use the new
catalog needs to know
that they will be required
to meet any new requirements in areas, majors
and minors that will
appear in the new catalog."
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to possession of marijuana

Staff report
Adam Scott Chiles, 21, senior
basketball standout from
Louisville, pled guilty in
Grayson County District Court
Thursday to possession of marijuana and driving under the
influence, said a courthouse
official.
Chiles will serve 10 days in
jail for possession of marijuana
and received 30 days probation
for the DUI.
Kentucky State Police arrested Chiles for speeding, driving
under the influence, marijuana
possession and an open alcohol
container, at 3:26 p.m. Saturday
about two miles east of Leitchfield on the Western Kentucky
Parkway.
With the season opener three
days away, Head Coach Mick
Cronin removed Chiles Thursday.
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"Ad am
obviously has
some personal
issues that he
needs to deal
with,'' Cronin
said. "It is my
sincerest hope
that he gets
the necessary
Adam
help that he
Chlles
needs."
Chiles was arrested on drug
charges last season prior to the
NCAA Tournament.
"We are all in agreement that
this type of inappropriate
behavior by our student-athletes will no longer be tolerated," University President F.
King Alexander said in a press
release. "With reference to the
individual student athlete in
question, he will not represent
this university in any future
competition."

............

News Editor: Melissa Kilcoyne
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Thursday, Nov. 11

Sunday, Nov. 14
8:38 p.m. Emergency Medical
Services checked on a female
subject passed out by the womt.-n's restroom. The subject was
transported by her friends to
the Emergency Room.
10:18 p.m. A Mastercard was
found on the sidcwnlk outside
the Regional Special Events
Center. The card was placed in
the lost and found at Public
Safety.
10:46 a.m. A caller from 605
16th St. reported the remains of
a deer on his front porch.

Kyser Lough, senior from Murray, takes Kate O'Holleran's, junior from
Louisville, portrait Wednesday afternoon for the yearbook:

12:54 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a possible verbal dispute. The officer advised
the subject was asleep and there
was no argument.
7:10 a.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
requested a vehicle be moved
for an incoming helicopter. A
message was left for the owner
to move the vehicle.
1:49 p.m. A fire alarm was set
off by facilities management
working in the lOth floor laundry room. A vacuum cleaner bag
may have busted. The alarm was
reset.
6:36 p.m. An officer reported
an individual had fallen outside
of the Regional Special Events
Center. Emergency Medical
Services was advised.

Correction

Friday, Nov. 12

Ricky Ago:;tin/The News

Errors occurred on Page 1 of the
Nov. 12 publication in the story concerning the removal of Humanities
212 as a required class for some students. The correct information is
below.
The reduction of university studies
hours will affect all students in the
2005-07 catalog (not just B.S. students).
Tnis reduction in university studies docs not mean students may graduate with l20 hours. Individual programs have the option to move to a
120-hour degree curriculum.
The reduction in university studies
is the deletion of an elective for B.A.
students and the deletion of Humanities 212 (as a required course) for all
B.S. students and for B.A.B. students.
The Murray State News regrets the
errors.

are open to women of all ages, sizes,
ethnicities and backgrounds. Technical help, both men and women, is also
needed.
Womc:;n will audition from a copy of
the script, which wiU be provided. At
least 20 women are needed.
For more information call 761-2984.

Fraternity plans event
to benefit community
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity will
sponsor its annual event, Rake and
Run, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
The Rake and Run is a combined
community service and fund raising
project where fraternity members
rake leaves of Murray and Calloway
County residents.
To request that leaves be raked call
Mike Young at 762·6833 or Adam
Vanhooser at 762-2216.

Campus group sponsors
'Vagina Monologues'
Murray State Empowerment of
Women is spons.oring a production of
"The Vagina Monologues" for Feb. 14. Campus Briefly is compiled by
Auditions will be from iS to 8 p.m. Dec. --stephanie Buford, online editOr. 11
1 and from 4 to 6 p.m. Dec. 2 at the , you would like; to submit information
Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Auditions for Camp'us Briefly, phone 762..4480.

12:18 a.m. A student from
White College was having trouble breathing. Emergency Medical Services was notified.
8:47 a.m. Michael R. Hunt,
freshman from Morgantown,
was served a summons for theft
by unlawful taking less than
$300.

U:22 a.m. A caller reported a
disabled vehicle in the roadway.
The vehicle was blocking traffic
at the footbridge. The Murray
Police Department was notitied
to assist. The vehicle was out of
gas. The owner was getting gas.

Monday, Nov. 15
1:15 a.m. A caller from Regents
College reported a bathroom
door will not lock in Room 321.
Central Plant was advised.
8:53 a.m. An individual passed
out and fell and hit his mouth
The individual bled. Emergency Medical Services, officers and housing were advised.
The individual refused transport by EMS. Till' individunl
contacted a friend for a ride to
Murray Calloway County Hospital Emergency Room.
U:U p.m. An employee turned
in a bicycle. The bicycle had
been by the Business Buildin~
for two and a half months. The
bicycle was placed in the rack
at Public Safety.

9:37 p.m. A caller reported
three to four male subjects in
an SUV in front of Franklin
College. The individuals were
playing loud music and harassing people going in and out of
the building.

Wednesday, Nov. 17
7:52 p.m. A caller reported a

res!dent kicked his shoe onto
the awning over the front
doors of Regents College. The
caller asked if someone with a
ladder could get the shoe
down.
8:27 p.m. The fire alarm was
activated when a soccer ball hit
a pull station in the North Gym
of Carr Health. The fire department was advised. and Central
Plant reset the alarm.
8:~8 p.m. Christopher Kelly,
freshman from Louisville, was
arrested for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
9:28 p.m. A caller reported the
Christ Ambassador's sign had
been stolen from the front of
the Curris Center.
Motorist assists - 3
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- I

Thesday, Nov. 16

6:20 a.m. A caller reported
possible vandalism to a bicycle
Saturday, Nov.l3
located outside of the Regents
8:09 a.m. An emergency mes- College.
sage was delivered that a sub- 2:14 p.m. A caller from
ject's wife had a seizure and Regents College reported a
was at the hospital.
black and white dog running
2:08 p.m. An officer found ·a loose in the area.
vehicle that had been reported 6:30 p.m. A resident adviser
stolen by the Murray Police from Hart College requested
Department. MPD towed the an officer check on a bag convehicle to the impound.
taining white powder. Housing
2:54 p.m . An officer checked was · contacted by the officer.
on an audible alarm from a The bag was taken to Public
~-~t~~ttY! f~r a check rlf the eon.f
kitchen was on fire. The fire tt:nts. The substance was disposed of properly.

Police Beat is compiled by
Stephanie Buford, online editor.
with materials provided by Public lScif~ All-dispatched callS
are not listed. For a complete
listing, visit www.thenews.org.

The Brothers of Phi K~lllll't Tati
are proud t<l announce the Fall
2004 Epsilon Pledge cl,tss.
Andrew Beyke
Coty Bowland
Ryan Cothran
A.C. Denning
Adam Dunbar
Sean Flanagan
Nick Hayden
Jeremy Haysley
David Heckman
Hunter Hoskins
Greg Hunt
Kevin Klepeis
Brandon Langston
Charlie Martin
Eddie McNeil
Cory Moneymaker
Tyler Morgan
Jason Murphy
Chris Nuttle
Travis Provow
Jesse Reeves
Lucian Rogers
Colt Smith

-

FREE RACERCARD!
Nov. 30 - Dec. 2
THREE DAYS ONLY!
•MUST TURN
IN CURRENT

VALID ID.
• Not good for
lost card.
Racer Card Office: Located on the 1st Floor of the Curris Center.
Hours of Operation: Mon. -Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30p.m.
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Citizens elect alumnus
Staff Report

by the political bug, it's
hard to get rid of the
One of the nelly- fever," he said. "I saw
elected Murray city that one person could
1
council members J:1lans make a difference."
After Pittman decided
to bring a unique perspective to the position. to run, he worked to get
Jason Pittman, house his name in the mind of
and events manager of Murray voters, he said.
"Being local helps,
Lovett Auditorium and
the Regional Special too," he said. "I've had
Events Center, was my roots in the commuelected Nov. 2 to Mur- nity for a long time.
ray's City Council, (But) being so young, I
becoming one of the had to work extra hard
council's
youngest to get my name out.••
As a result of his cammembers. He graduated
from Murray State in paign, Pittman was
May 2003 with a degree elected to be on the Uin government, law and member city council.
People realize Murray
international affairs.
State
is an integral part
"I could bring a lot to
the office," Pittman said. of the community, he
"(I also thought I could) said.
"We (the city) can
learn more about city
grow
with Murray
government."
Being involved with State," Pittman said.
the Student Govern- "Murray State brings
ment Association while the community somea student at Murray thing no one else in the
.
State influenced his area has.
"Murray
recognizes
decision to run for
that it needs Murray
office as well, he said.
State,
and Murray State
"Once you get bitten

rea 1izes it
needs

Panelists scrutinize healthcare system
Marissa Casey
Staff Writer
mcasey@them!Ws.org

M u r-

ray,'' he
said.
"The
community
1o v e s
s t u dents."
T he
Jason
commu- Pittman
n i t y
depends
on Murray State to
bring outside events to
the RSEC and Lovett
Auditorium, Pittman
said. P i t t m a n
believes he can bring a
unique perspective to
the city council and has
thought of incentives to
bring businesses to the
area.
"I'm thrilled to death
about it (being on city
council)," Pittman said.
"I'm seeing what I can
do to help ... Without a
doubt, I think I'll enjoy
it."

As part of International Education Week, the College of
Health Sciences and Human
Services and White College
hosted an International Panel
on Healthcare and Wellness
T uesday night.
Elizabeth Powell, dean of the
College of Health Sciences and
Human Services, said the panel's goal was to educate people
about the healthcare system.
"1 think that we can learn
from other healthcare systems,
things that they're more successful at than we are," Powell
said. "Because we tend to think
of ourselves as the best healthcare system in the world, but
when you look at actual statistics, like how long people live,
we don't rank very high."
Each panelist addressed
questions dealing with types of
healthcare providers, hospital
conditions, who pays for
healthcare and differences
between rural and city health
care services.
"I don't think people realize
what a huge impact healthcare

frin Gi es!The News

Eugene Ngezem, assistant professor of English and philosophy, discusses healthcare in Cameroon T uesd ay night.
has on business because ... the
higher those (insurance) premiums are and the more the
company's paying for healthcare, the harder it is to compete internationally with companies who aren't paying as
much," Powell said.
Students who attended the
event said they left with a better understanding of healthcare in other cultures.
Drew Roe, senior from Troy,
Ill., said he attended the health

Spring Break in
Panama City Beach, Florida!

DuMPLIN'S

Presents The Fall

800 fMt of Gulf Booch frontooe
2 Lan)e Outdoor Swlmmlnq Pools
Soliboat, Jet Ski & Parosall Rentals
Lazy IUv.r Ride, Water Slide
Huo• 8eochfront Hot Tub
Volleyball • Suites up to l l people
Alf'l)Of1 Limo Service

COllEGE OF BPA DEAN'S DEBATE
Elimination Rounds:
NOV. 30 ® 5 P.M.
WRATIIER MUSEUM AUDITORIUM

305 S. 12th St. •

\ l urra~ .

1\)

panel after heMing a professor
mention it in class.
"It was (useful) to help me
understand other cultures and
how they have hcalthcare, how
ours could be improved and
how ours is good;'· he said. "I
found it very interesting how it
seems like we just do everything through private insurance and everyone else in
other countries have so much
more
(governmentinvolved) hcalthcare."

• 7)3 -011110

PARTY ALL WEEK!
Live Bond lr OJ • Contests

•Hester vs. EUzabeth •
• Regents vs. White•
•Clark/Hart vs. Springer-Franklin•

WORLD fAMOUS

TtKI HuT

Final Rounds on Dec. 6 at 7 p.m.
Wrather Museum Auditorium

THE
BULLPEN
Steaks &' Syirits
Est. 2001
Fine Dini ng and Entertainment on
The Court Square

STEAKS • LOBSTERS
CHICKEN • PASTA
Banquet rooms
available.

We would like to welcome our
newest member to our team ...

Now booking Christmas
parties!

Nicole Grogan-Johnson!

Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 4-rnidnight

110 S. sth. St.,

1vt.urray ~

Por reservations ca« 759-5030

EQUAL..._.

OPPORTUfiiTY

Diva Tan

Airbrush Tanning
Call to schedule your appointment for
Packages available!

~ ~ ~;.a:~i!~l: ~;:~t~~ !!~ !~~!g; ~
W' formals are upon us, girls! W'
615 B South

tzth St.

HOURS
Monday - Saturday: 4 p.m. -Midnight
Sunday: II a.m. - 3 p.m.
Phone: 753-7720
Location: 190 I N. 12th St.

305 N. 12th • University Square
753-MANE

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray,Ky 42071
502-7 53-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One and two bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.- noon
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

V trt time sprag session.......Sto.oo
• Regnla.r sessions ................$ts.oo

Tuesday, Friday & Saturday

So call today for your
appointment!

Calloway Garden/ Essex Downs Aparbnents

G:r

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

(Z70) 75l-5553

,,c,.a,u.Y\~,

II'J,U __

~v s

(NEXT TO SKA T/NG RINK)

Voted Last 3 Years
Mw-ray's
Best Pizza

jjf

1141 Main St.
Dine-In I Carrvou
Dellverv 4 P. m. - s P.m.
759- 1234

~~~G
1SJfW.L
~

'"'

Massage Ce nf:e r

''Where everyone deserves a one hour vacation."

The place where MSU students and faculty are 'treated special.
Call today for your discount on a one hour full body

massage.

1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray

Call for an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-0045

,..,..,

~

Dinner

She can take care of all your hair
care needs, also manicures and
.
pedicures!

"

Lunch
Mon.-Fri. lla.m.-2 p.m .

Monday - 1/2 Price Martinis
Tuesday - Ladies' Night $1.50 Margaritas
Wednesday - Vegas Contest
Thursday - SO¢ Oysters on the Half Shell
Friday & Saturday - Prime Rib

____ ,
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Eli;r.aberh Cawein
Phone: 762.... i468

Homeless for the holida
Thanksgi~g break force
Should students
be forced to leave
for Thanksgiving?
"No. I don't think
so. if they don't
have any other
option."
Brent Norsworthy
junior, Murray

students out of housing
OUR VIEW:

Issue:
MosT
STUDENTS WILL
BE FORCED TO
PACK UP AND
LEAVE THEIR

"No, 1 don't think
they should
because some
people don't have
places to go.''

RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES ON
WEDNESDAY
MORNING FOR
THE
THANKSGIVING

Stephanie Howe
juri/or, Homewood, 111.

HOLIDAY,
INCLUDING
MANY WHO

WILL TRAVEL

"No. because
some students
have jobs and
they're forced to
miss work and
lose money
because they have
to leave."
Noah Lucas
Dyersburg, Tenn.

~o.

HUNDREDS OF

MILES.
THE HOUSING
OFFICE OFFERS
10-MONTH
CONTRACTS TO
STUDENTS WHO
WISH TO STAY
DURING
HOLIDAY
BREAKS.

•'No, because it
can be too far
away for some
people to go
home just for a
few days.••

Position:
STUDENTS ARE

Michelle Tantaglla
freshman. Clarksville, Tenn.

GENERALLY
UNAWARE OF
THE OPTION TO
SIGN A

Ianna Tanner/The News

10-

MONTH
CONTRACT. IN
ADDITION,

WITH ONLY
THREE
RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenews.org

OFFERING THE
EXTENDED
CONTRACT,
THERE ARE A
LIMITED
NUMBER OF

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-68n

Melissa Kilcoyne

ROOMS, AND
THEREFORE,

News Editor • 762-4468

CONTRACTS

Elizabeth Caweln

AVAILABLE.

Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Edttor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762-4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762-4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998
"The Murray State News· strives to be the
University community's source for information.
Our goal Is to present that Information in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on
learning environment lor those students Interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production or a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy; and, its
editors should be free to develop their own editorial and news policies.
•The Murray State News• is prepared and
edited by students and is an off1cial publication
of Murray State University. The first copy of
"The Murray State News· Is free. Additional
copies are avaltabte for 25 cents at 111 Wilson
Hall.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of Tht!""Murray State News. 'The
editorial board is comprised of
all section editors.
Twenty-nine percent of Murray State students come from
out of state, according to the
2004-05 fact book. For some,
that means homes as close as
Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri or
Indiana. But out of state is a
broad umbrella, and also covers
students like Lindsay Schuman,
junior marketing major, who
travels more than 500 miles
from Colorado Springs, Colo.,
to attend Murray State.
For these students it is difficult and often expensive to
travel home for each ·holiday
break, especially shorter breaks
such as Thanksgiving and
Spring Break. It is also difficult
for international students to
make the trek home for each
break. so in consideration the
housing office allows these students to sign 10-month contracts, letting them stay in certain residential colleges during
the breaks.
But did you know this opportunity also exists for U.S. students?

Ten-month contracts are
available to any student, but
they must choose to live in one
of the 10-month buildings,
'Regents, White or Clark college. David Wilson, interim
director of housing, said the
opportunity to sign a longer
contract is given to all students
when they apply for housing.
There are two problems with
· this system, and they exist in
capacity and awareness.
Before reading this editorial,
did you know an extended contract was available to you? The
students surveyed in this
week's "What do you think?"
were unaware the 10-month
contract was open to all students, as was Schuman.
"I had no idea that was an
option," Schuman said.
To get home each break,
Schuman's parents purchase
her a plane ticket.
She estimated the cost averaged $350 per ticket, plus getting to Nashville and the cost of
leaving her car at the airport, a
fee of $10 per day. In all, the
dent to her parents' wallets is
more than $400. Schuman said
if given the opportunity she
would definitely stay during

shorter breaks like Thanksgiving and Spring Break, if only to
save her parents some money.
The college application
process is a confusing one.
There are stacks of papers to
fill out for everything from
scholarships and financial aid
to housing and meal plans.
In the shuffle, many of us are
overlooking our chance to
choose a 10-month option
rather than the standard eightmonth contract.
Students, especially those
traveling a great distance,
should be made more aware of
the options available to them in
every area of the registration
process, including housing.
In addition to awareness, '
capacity is also a problem.
Schuman said though her circumstances may have dictated
the need for an extended stay,
she would likely never have
signed the contract because she
would not want to leave Elizabeth College.
The extended contract is
news to most students. We
might be more thankful to the
University for offering us this
choice if we only knew it existed.

•Your Opinio11
sons, including a reduction in
credit hour requirements for
many majors and potential
To the Editor:
changes in areas/majors/minors.
To follow up on the article HUM 212 will continue to be a
regarding the deletion of valid, valuable elective for B.S.
Humanities 212 from the bache- students who complete it but
lor's of science curriculum. it is still decide to change catalogs.
critical that everyone underThis catalog will not be finalstands the timing of the changes, ized until spring 2005 and will
so there are no misunderstand- not be published until August
ings about graduation require- 2005.
ments.
Students graduating prior to
HUM 212 has been approved to December 2005 must use an
be removed as a requirement for existing catalog and must comB.S. degrees, effective with the plete HUM 212 as a graduation
2005-07 Undergraduate Bulletin. requirement.
Bachelor's of arts degrees will
We graduate students entirely
continue to require HUM 212.
from one catalog, not combinaA student may wish to consid- tions of several, so any current
er the next catalog for other rea- student planning to use the new

HUM 212 changes go
into effect in 200S

catalog needs to know they will
be required to meet any new
requirements in areas, majors
and minors that appear in the
new catalog. These changes will
not be finalized un'til early next
year.
Students wishing to use the
2005-07 catalog will be able to
declare their intentions and
receive MAP Reports with those
catalog requirements late next
spring.
As always, students should
work closely with their advisers
as they plan their course selections and should question anything they don't understand on
their MAP Reports.
We all want to avoid misunderstandings that can lead to

postponed graduation.
Please let me or my staff know
as you need more information.
Donna C. Harris
Registrar

..
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OPINION

November 19, 2004

Humanities course vital to all curricula 'Get thee
In My
Opinion

Launa
Wood

"To REMOVE
THE

REQUIREMENT

OFHUM212
WILL BE A

DEFICIENCY
OFTIDS GOAL
AND AN
INJUSTICE TO
EVERY
STUDENT."

OK. I have to admit. I am
a little biased in being bothered by the dropping of
Humanities 212 as a requirement for students pursuing
a bachelor's of science.
First, I am an English major
who, by next semester, will
be breathing, eating and
drinking literature of every
genre, time period and
style, thus building an
unwavering passion for the
written arts.
Second, because I have
taken the class, I have experienced firsthand the value
of reading contemporary
literature, novels, philosophical essays and modem
poetry that merges fiction,
social issues and extant theses, which proved to be
both interesting to read and
applicable to my life.
I have spoken with chemistry, pre-veterinarian and
nursing majors about the
idea and their reactions
were similar. Each was
ecstatic about not being ·
obligated to take the class,
and no matter how much I
tried to persuade them 212
is oh-so-much better than
211, they continued to be
satisfied with the knowl-

edge that HUM 212, like 211,
would be a waste of time
that could be reserved for a
class corresponding to their
major.
Perhaps these unknowing
students have been preconditioned to despise anything
that even corresponds to
the humanities curriculum
because of a painfully boring and tedious semester in
211, where they dryly discussed Oedipus, Medea or
Sophocles and were unable
to correlate the lessons to
their lives or future career.
Or maybe that particular
student did not read the
assignment because 70
pages were assigned for the
next class.
Either way, 211 has turned
many students off because
of the personal belief that
humanities is an uninteresting subject and 212 couldn't
be much better.
However, many do not
realize although HUM 212
shares the common goal of
analyzing and applying literature into real situations,
the curriculum and the
environment is distinctly
different than 211. The curriculum is not of Homer,

Machiavelli and Chaucer,
but instead of more modern,
contemporary authors such
as Faulkner, Emerson, Poe
and Morrison.
In what other class could
you openly discuss a 15year-old Mrican teenager
who strangles his pregnant
girlfriend because she is not
a Christian, then further
analyze and apply it to the
Christian religion as a
whole? Or reason why a
man secretly dressed in his
mother's clothes and wore
his mother's makeup during
his childhood and into adolescence until he was
caught by his mother and
slapped across the face for
engaging in such disgraceful behavior?
My Humanities 212 class
candidly examined not only
metaphors, symbols and
hidden themes, but applied
other psychological, sociological and behavioral ele~
ments. In a summer class of
30 students, at least 75 percent actively participated in
discussion and analyzation,
which was amazing - such a
high interest in a required
subject.
I will never teach a math

class, but alas, I am currently enrolled in Math 117. No
one will ever lie in a love
seat adjacent to me and tell
me their problems as I write
in a leather-bound notebook, but every Tuesday
and Thursday, I am in Psychology 180. I will probably
never sing like Billie Holiday or play the trumpet like
Miles Davis, but last summer. I sat and learned about
their history, styles and
methods in Introduction to
Jazz History.
The core requirements
have been established for a
reason - so each student
will become a well-rounded
person, knowledgeable and
sagacious about a variety of
subjects, not just the focus
of the student's degree. To
remove the requirement of
HUM 212 will be a deficiency of this goal and an injustice to every student who
will not be able to fulflll the
other half of the humanities
curriculum.

collective understanding
we must reach.
The fight against the government system is not a battle that need be fought
alone, rather a collective
conscious that we people of
this nation as well as the
world must attain to better
win the day and declare
utopia to mankind.
All these desires stem
from that same root of reason and begin the steady
process of a world solution
for the future of the people.
If an informed people can
organize, if they can see the
inequities in their societies
and if they can act in such a
way as to correct these disadvantages in their lives,
the concept of our democratic philosophy can work and
with little interference of or
regard to the corruption of
the system.

Go ahead and measure me for my
habit, reserve my bed in the convent
and save me a place at the dinner
table beca1,1se I'm becoming a nun.
Save YO)Jf shocked gasps and your
arguments - my decision is made. I
know, I'll have to wear boring black
robes, eat boring nun food, take a vow
of poverty and celibacy and swear off
basically everything
exciting in the secular world. How
could I possibly survive without life's
necessities: money,
fashion and men?
Actually, it will be
quite a snap, as
recently I have
come to the conclusion that I don't
trust anything or ll!l:lmW
anyone who can pee EUzabeth
standing up.
Cawein
I figure in my life as
a nun I will have to put up with a very
minute number of these unnatural
creatures, sometimes called men. And
for the most part, the No. 1 man in my
life would be Jesus, who I would technically be married to, in my nunhood
and all. I can't think of a better match.
He's got three things going for him I
haven't managed to find concurrently
in any male I've come across to date:
a.) he's not gay, b.) he's defmitely
interested and c.) he's nothing if not
an intellectual.
Second, who really needs fashion?
Some would be quick to say women
only make themselves all prissy and
buy up the latest ttends to impress
potential suitors. And if this were true
it certainly wouldn't be a problem
because, as mentioned earlier, my
nunhood would save me from dealing
with the majority of the male species.
But let's get a grip on the facts,
ladies. We don't dress to impress men.
Don't flatter yourselves, boys, we
dress to impress each other. In the
exact way men are constantly subconsciously attempting to assert their
masculinity in every situation, women
always have their claws out, even if
they are hidden under Gucci gloves.
We want other women to know we
ooze estrogen. We are the most feminine, classy thing to walk into wherever it is we're going and, by God, every
female in the room had better recognize and bow at our stiletto-clad feet.
Frankly, I could use a break from
fashion, anyway. Most of it is uncomfortable and makes my feet hurt like
hell. And hey, black is ultra-slimming.
And in a mini-snowball effect, a sabbatical from fashion would make that
whole vow of poverty thing an
absolute cinch. Why else do I spend
money? If I no longer had the need to
fill my closet with every color of the
rainbow and every fabric sewn by
poor sweatshop children under the
sun, I would be the proud owner of a
small fortune. So without the need to
purchase mass quantities of clothing,
I will have no need for money.
The only other reason I would need
money would be to eat every now and
then. But with my place saved at the
convent dinner table already, I'll be
eating three healthy portions of boring nun food seven days a week.
And as for all that secular excitement I'll be missing out on - well let's
just say I can make my own fun. If
Whoopi Goldberg can liven up a convent then, dammit, so can I.
Oops. Probably gonna have to work
on that whole swearing thing.

Aaron Butler is a freshman
Russian history major from
Owensboro.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

Launa Wood is a sophomore
English major from Jackson,
Tenn.
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Future of government lies in hands of citizens
In My
Opinion

Aaron
Butler
"IF AN
INFORMED
PEOPLE CAN
ORGANIZE, IF
THEY CAN SEE
THE CERTAIN
INEQUITIES
IN THEIR
SOCIETIES."

The future of government
is based solely on the
responsibilities of intelligent citizens. If the utopian
societies dreamed of in the
past are ever to become a
reality in even to most realistic sense, then we must all
act in an advanced way; a
newfound social responsibility.
Our actions, driven by a
fundamental social reason,
must create and perpetuate
the education of a new
world system.
We must organize collectively the resources available to make a system feasible in our time. In so creating this system we must
make apparent certain concepts in our philosophy; no
citizen will toil for the privilege of another, no citizen
will be above the standards,
and all shall have a common
legal defense of an unabated
free liberty.
We exist at a great opportunity to change history.

We are dealt this chance to
ultimately decide
the
course of our nation. We
have arrived at the impasse
of the past with the works
of the future lingering
ahead of us, waiting for
action and recognition
though our philosophies.
Before we walk; though,
we must learn to crawl, and
to ultimately decide that
course of action (to take the
philosophies of the correct
motion) we must now have
a common understanding.
Ever ready to action, resting
only in the case of a hazy
cause, we await the collective uprising of the masses.
The masses of millions of
individuals are yearning for
the understanding to reach
to them and to call them to
the great revolution of our
times.
We are lost in the material emotions and the selfish
desires of conformity to our
Jives. We seek the gold of
our dreams, blind to the

DANCEstigators!U

dance nationwide
Last week•s "Straight
from the horse's mouth"
mentioned a group dancirtg
by the Curris Center. 'The
DANCEstigators!U responded promptly. . Apparently
they aren't, just dancing fot
fun; they have plans for a
national dan~e revolution.
"ln last week's edition,
•• you featured an article on
the DANCEstigatorslll that
was. fn.shortj ridiculous.
"Firstly, the DANCEstiga·
tors!ll ~ere not a trio, but a

Straight
from
the

destruction and tyranny in
which we place no value.
We trample over the man
on the ground, and accuse
him in the name of faiths.
We ignore our helpers,
focusing on our enemies.
This great distraction
deviates our call to the new
government of the people.
As a scattered people (the
intelligencia) in an ignoble
retreat, we accuse ourselves
into disarray, allowing the
mandate of reason to crumble and the rise of the
despots over the face of the
world.
We shall not be rendered
hopeless by this spiraling
descent into the blackness
of dictatorship. We shall
remain forever rallied to the
ever-guaranteed freedom
that inspires us to act, to
think and even breathe.
We will not give one inch
to the forces of fear and
paranoia which are constantly the personal villains
we face. This is part of that

duo at the time of the
repQrted performance. Secondly, the DANCEstigatorsl!! are their own separate entity from,Q.M.A.S.
"Thirdly. 'Bro. Jitn' bas
got SUCH AS NOTHING
on THIS band. The
DANCEstigatorsiU are creating a dance revolution.
First Murray will fall, then
the Jackson Purcha.se, then
Kentucky, then tills entire
countzy.
"R~d $tates and blue
states will coalesce into one
big state of DANCE. The
people of this countzy are

~~----~-v~~----~~~~--~~~--~--~--~•
•• ;=
~,....

~!II:

to a
nunnery'

craving the dance. They
need it.
"And if YOU. dear readers, want the dance, come
get your DANCE on with
the
DANCEstigators!l!
(rude sweatsuits in full
effect) Dec. 1 at Sunset
Strips in the Curris Cen.ter.
Or should we say Dance
Strips in the Curris Danceo-torium?!

"IGsses. J.Y. Null. Manager of the DANCEstigatorsll!"

Vuit www.thenews.org for
last week's "Straight from
the horse's mouth."

Hart College shop

includes sandboxr
Straigbt from the horse's
mouth" thanks Michael
Jones for this beachy observation.
"I just saw a load of sand
dumped on the steps of the
west wing of Hart College
while going to brunch. I'm
guessing it might have
somethh)g to do With the
remodeliDg that is going on
inside, but it sure 'Seellled
random to me.
"Maybe they're going for
a tropical island theme with
44

the new place and the sand
is part of the decorations.
Or maybe they're welcom~ a troop of cats by providing them a huge outdoor
litter box."
And if neither of
Michael's suggestions turn
out, ooe's hopins for an
adult sandbox. Nothing
says relaxation like building a gOod sandcastle.
Seen sonJetmng humorous,

confusing or outraging on

campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the

horse's
mouth"
ecqwein@thenews.org.
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USA Today, New York Times available to students
of the day, so students are
taking advantage of the
program, said Reed.
Janel McGill, junior
from Fairfield, lll., is one
ny came and spoke with such student.
our senate about the r ead"When we come to colership program and pre- lege, we get so wrapped
sented information about up in campus life that we
it," she said. "Our senate fo rget about the real
decided to give this a try world,'' she said. "I think
based on their presenta- it's important to read
tion/'
USA Today in order to
The SGA pays a dis- carry on a socially educounted fee for the news- cated conversation."
papers. Murray State curJordan Smith, freshman
rently receives 80 paper s fr om Sen ath, Mo., a lso
each day and is the only enjoys reading the free
university in the state copies of USA Today, but
participating in the pro- for different reasons.
gram.
"I really enjoy reading
The papers are avail- the movie reviews," he
able in the lobby of said.
T he USA Today distriWinslow and the rocking
chair lounge on the sec- bution is a part of the
ond floor of the Curris larger American DemocCenter. All 80 copies are racy project on campus,
generally gone at the end said Reed. The project

Free papers distributed
around campus
Amanda Smith
Contributing Writer

Do you know who the

author of "The Scarlet Letter" is?
Nathaniel Hawthorne

What you said:
"Oh God. I used to, but I don't
now. I read the book."
Jennifer Conner
junior from Bardstown
"Oh, not off the top of my
head."
Tennille Westpoint
freshman from Memphis

The most widely read
newspaper in the United
States is available at no
charge on Murray State's
campus.
Students have
the
opportunity to read USA
· Today every weekday,
compliments of the Student Government Association.
SGA President Jessica
Reed was a part of the
effort to make the papers
available to students.
USA Today contacted the
SGA about the program
last year.
"Last spring, represen·
tatives from their compa-

includes voter registratio n drives and community service, among other
things.
"This reader ship program falls right in line
with the project," she
said.
Reed also pinpointed
several ways the program
directly benefits Murray
State students.
"I think that having the
USA Today papers available on campus for free to
students makes students
more likely to read the
news, w hich makes us
more informed about cur·
rent events and more
connected to our global
world," she said. "This
will promote more participation in classes that discuss matters covered in
the news as well as make
us students more knowledgeable."

Some students also
receive The New York
T imes through Murray
State. Although the paper
is not free to any and all
students as USA Today is,
many students receive
the paper through a particular class.
Calvin Morris, freshman from Henderson,
receives
the
paper
because he is a part of
Farouk Umar's, chairman
of the government, law
and international affairs
department, American
government class.
"I think it is a great
resource for people who
would like to have insight
into the world," he said.
"It's a great opportunity."
Both newspaper programs provide opportunities to students to be
more. informed about the
world around them.

"Uh, no."

Josh Raley
freshman from Irvington

visit W\VW.tl1enews.org

Correct answers: 3
Wrong answers: 7
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We buy and sell used furniture

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m. · 9 P.M.
fH. & Sat.
8 a.m.· 8 P.M.

......~ 753-3333
753-3853

Cbsed&naw

Riley's Used Furniture
3048 Hwy. 641
in Murray, KY
2 70-753-8501

Gloria's World Village
HOME COOKING
... and so much more!
14 N. 15th St. • Across from Pogue Libraty • (Z70) 759-3233

eans
Junior & Plus Sizes
by Famous Maker

1409 N. 12th St. Murray. KY 4207 1
Phone 759-1648

SUMMER ORIENTATION
COUNSELOR INTERVIEWS!
Applications are available in School Relations
(5th floor Sparks HaD)
Due in School Relations Office by

4:30 p.m. Mon. Nov. 29
Must also sign up for an interview time.
Interviews will be held in Wrather Museum
(next door to Business Building)

Thes. Nov. 30 - Thurs. Dec. 2

Knit Tops

Most have already completed 30 credit hours
Recommended GPA is 2.5

Makers

Orientation dates and required meeting information is
on the application.

by Famous
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College Ufe Editor. Hcalht.'r Br:~nt
Assistant College Ufe F..ditor. J::tn('t Rohb

Phone: 762-4·i68

Students lock lips at progrm11
Janet Robb
Assistant College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.org

Students were educated and entertained as they watched seven couples
make out on stage while Michael
Christian, author of "The Art of Kissing," spoke.
Christian, former teacher at Boston
College, said he wrote the book to
impress his girlfriend.
"It didn't work (though) because
after the book was published she said
'You wrote "The Art of Kissing" and
this is the best you can do;'' be said.
"The Art of Kissing" has sold more
than 250,000 copies and is available
in 19languages.
College groups are the most appreciative group for a kissing show,
Christian said.
"We've bad no success selling it. to
corporations or church groups," he
said.
Daniel Beighle, senior from South
Africa, and Shanan Miller, junior
from Lubboc, Texas, were one of the
seven couples to volunteer for the
program.
"A friend asked me to (do it), but I
had seen this show my freshman year
and really thought it was fun, so I
wanted to be in it," Miller said.
She said she liked all the kisses
except for the vacuum kiss.
"My mouth hurts a lot more than I
thought it would," Miller said.
Beigble said he stepped in for
Miller's original partner as he and
Miller had dated recently.
"We're still good friends
and comfortable kissing each other
obviously,"
he said.

Beighle said the program was what
he expected except for the chapped
lips.
Brittney Bogard, Campus Activity
Board Innovative Acts Leader, said
Student Government Association
brought the show back because it was
a big hit three years ago.
"I was looking for something to do
toward the end of the semester to
kind of wrap up the the semester,"
Bogard, junior from Murray, said. "I
contacted Michael Christian into
coming' in and performing the show
for us."
She said if people did not learn
from the program, the entertainment
factor made it worth their while.
"I wasn't sure that they were going
to kiss really," Keely Cochran, junior
from Vienna, Ill., said. "I thought
maybe that, you know, they would go
around kissing, it was surprising.''
Harrison Yonts, sophomore from
Greenville, said be was glad many
students came to the show.
"It's a good thing on campus," he
said. "Lots of students getting
involved."
Other than learning how to kiss,
students also got the opportunity to
be part of a fllm called, "The Inner
Adventure.''
Quincy Russell, field director and
cameraman with Mona Lisa Productions, said The Art of Kissing will be
part of an international TV program.
"It's for the Discovery Channel
here in the (United States)," said Russell. "It's also for French, Italian,
Spanish, Swiss, German and Japanese
TV.''

"The Inner Adventure" shows the
human body
during attraction,
making
love and birth,
he said.
Russell said
the mm will be
delivered in spring
2005.

"I don't know exact
air dates, but Discovery
in the (United States)
usually air it pretty quick afterwards," be said. "It's Discovery
Health and Discovery Science."

Ml

Kyle Vanfleet, freshman from Rockport, Ind., and face Tapp, sophomore from Newburgh,
Ind., demonstrate how to kiss properly at The Art of Kissing program Monday night. The
Student Government Association and Campus Activities Board sponsored the program.
Michael Christian, author of'The Art of Kissing,' used student volunteers onstage to show
different kissing techniques and the most popular ways of kissing.

Jvturra0 grad marries fiancee live on 'Toda0 ' show
Heather Bryant
College Life Editor
hbryQJlt@thenews.org

Murray State graduate
Buddy Butler II and his
fiancee Nikki Hensley took
their vows this morning on
the "Today" show.
Butler graduated in 2000
with a degree in advertising
and is a Pi Kappa Alpha
alumnus. He played football
for the Racers for three
years.
"(I'm looking most forward to) marrying my beautiful bride," Butler said.
He said his favorite event
throughout the Destination
Wedding process was when
the rings were chosen.
"We'll have those on forever," he said.
Butler said he is pleased
with the choices made
regarding his wedding, and.
if given the chance, he
would change almost nothing.

"I'd like the opportunity
for more people to get there
(to the wedding)," he said.
"Other than that, things are
great."
He said his life will take a
positive change after he
marries Hensley.
"It will be more fulfilled
because I'm getting a great
woman and bringing Addison (Hensley's daughter)
into our family," be said. "It
will definitely be more
complete."
Butler said he is glad he
and his fiancee will soon be
out of the national spotlight.
"I'll be glad the hustle and
bustle is over, and we can
sit back and enjoy being a
family," he said.
Butler said he does not
have cold feet about the
wedding and is ready to
start his new life with his
family.
He said Addison recently
celebrated •her sixth birth-
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~~ Kidman in the salon
whil~

they were getting
theii;~ir styled.
SIPsaid the aspect she is
looking forward to most in
bq life after she marries
is ~g a regular,
relationship.
biggest difference
be being normal
our relationship
had such different cir"Hensley said.
said since she and
first becpe a coueither lived

9

today. The choices are a
trip to Whistler, for skiing
and unlimited spa treatments, London for a sevenday tour of Britain, an Austrian adventure or swimming with dolphins on a
Mexican cruise.
Debby Butler, Buddy Butler's mother, said the most
important part of the wedding for her will be the
actual ceremony.
''I hope for the wedding
ceremony everybody keeps
in mind this is a commitment two people are sharing, and all the glitz and
glamour is beautiful but the
ceremony and words are
what's important," she said.
Butler said her best memory since the beginning of
the series was when Buddy
and Nikki called her after
visiting the memorial to the
victims of September 11,
2001, and the Statue of Liberty.
"Those two things made

such an impact on them
from the bottom of their
toes to the tops of their
heads," she said.
Butler said she hopes
their marriage is everything
Buddy and Nikki want and
she will be relieved when
some of the attention has
gone away from the couple,
even though they have
enjoyed being part of the
wedding series.
"Being ordinary is a good
thing, and you can be who
you want to be," she said. "I
hope they both find bappiness in each other regardless of the circumstances."
Butler said the addition to
her family of Nikki and her
daughter Addison is one
way the family will be more
special.
"Children bring in something neat in your life," she
said. "When a child is there
you can't help but experience things through their
eyes."
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day on the "Today" show
and at her home as well.
The "Today" show s~Hhe
family of three to ~~w
York restaurant, Se~ty, as a treat for them: j.J ·.
Hensley said even th~
the staff members of the
"Today" show are woad"'ful to work with, abe ~s
ready to let go of t~
national attention the Desti'nation Wedding series bas
brought her.
"It's been a long road and
we're looking forward to
getting to the beach and
relaxing,'' Hensley said. .
The first time she and
Butler traveled to New
York was tp favorite
moment of th~· ieries, she
said, and the ~ she and
her maid ofh-.went to a
beauty salon All New York
was the
surreal
moment sbe .rienced.
Hensley ani her friend
saw celebriti'-' Tim Robbins, Jill Rappaport and
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This Week

Log Cabin offers 24-hour dining

• Friday

Video Dance Off
Tyler Moore
7:30 p.m.. general
Staff
Writer
admission $6, bring a
tmoore@thenews.org
canned good $5,
under 10 $3, Lovett
College students are often
Auditorium

• Saturday
Pi Kappa Alpha
"Cow Plop"
1 p.m.. deeds sold for a
$5 donation. Hamilton
Field

.!Sunday
Strike Up the Bands
3 p.m.• free admission.
Lovett Auditorium

• ;Monday

November 19, 2004

•

Fall M ovie Night
7:30 p.m., Murray
Independent Filmmaker Association,
"Full Metal Jacket,"
free admission, Curris
Center Theater

• Thesday
Men's Basketball
7:15 p.m., MSU vs.
Arkansas Tech, RSEC

• Wed.nesday
Thanksgiving break
Classes dismissed,
administrative offices
closed

• Thursday

_
Thanksgiving b reak

· e ~.n y, 26

~- - Thanksgiving break

• Nov. 27

-Art.L:ExbJ~.z.b.:.i.::t:.:.,_ _
5 p.m., Senior show.
Clara
Eagle
Art
Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center

known for their enormous
appetites and varied sleep
schedules. They eat when
there is time, even if that
means eating at 3 or 4 in the
morning.
For students in Murray and
surrounding areas. The Log
Cabin restaurant has been
catering to that need in its
current location for 15 years.
Serving up meals 24 hours a
day. The Log Cabin offers a
wide variety of breakfast
foods and homemade fixings.
'We can cook any meal,
anytime," said Assistant Manager Dianna Vanmicrlo.
The recipes and food items
The Log Cabin serves have
roots as far back as 1946.
"My grandmother Ann
Gilbert first developed the
recipes back in 1946 when she
opened the Triangle Inn, here
in Murray." said Don Gilbert,
general manger.
The ideas and recipes then
came together to form The
Log Cabin opened by Bill and
Jackie Daugherty in 1989.
The legacy and recipes
have been building along with
the restaurant.
''The restaurant itself really
is a time capsule. with local
history showcased all along
the walls," said Jack Keating,
assistant manager.
The Log Cabin staff pride
themselves on being a friend

and asset to the students of
Murray State.
"We absolutely love our
kids," said Vanmierlo. "We
always welcome them with
open arms, and we absolutely
miss them when they leave
for breaks and in the summer."
For students, the hospitality
is definitely appreciated.
"You really can go there at
any time of day, and they wiU
serve you anything to get you
filled up," said Tommy Dillard, freshman from Germantown, Tenn.
Gilbert finds that students
not only come to The Log
Cabin to eat but also to study.
"It is amazing, we have students that come in and stay
for two or three hours to
study," said Gilbert.
Tlie Log Cabin offers students a large back dining
room in which they can study
and be left alone.
"It really is a whole other
world back there," said
Gilbert.
Studying and eating are not
the only things students can
do while at The Log Cabin.
Students can partake in the
outlandish traditions of guzzling whole bottles of maple
syrup or pancake batter and
take shots of creamer, said
Keating.
For the student customers
and employees of The Log
Cabin, there is never a dull
moment.
"We have 'tons of parties
come in here all the time, and

they will stay for three to four
hours," said Vanmierlo.
''From the chess team to the
football, we all have a great
time."
For many students, visits to
The Log Cabin are never
short. as they are invited in
with open arms and welcoming hearts.
"The workers are so nice,
and the atmosphere is really
cool," said Michael Lane,
freshman from Danville.
For Vanmierlo, the atmosphere is the best part of The
Log Cabin, and she finds
many college students don't
necessarily come alone, but
rather in droves.
"Our doors are always
open, come in," said Vanmierlo. "We can cook anything for you."
The Log Cabin is open 24
hours and is located at 505 S.
12th St~ For to-go orders call
753-8080.

Nicole Doran, employee at
The Log Cabin, serves coffee to customers Tuesday.

Ricky Agostini The News

Cia rip lab AD UDder $S
$4.25

• Homemade Chill

$.1.15

• Log Cabin Burger

The College Life section showcases a weekly
series of locally owned, non-franchise Murray
eateries.

Olympic Plaza - Murray, KY

759-4653

638 N. 12th St.
753-3788

irthdaY HellO KittYH
come cetebrate Hello KittY's
30 Years Of cutef
<J
SauJrdaY. November 1Dtte
llatn-fPtn
come AA" C4tce. dOOrpriles,

•

VISIT US
THE

~

see the~ merchandise

0

and Join In 'ttle HFLLO KlTTYBlNGO GAME
UJhere ')IOU COUld be ~ biB Ullnnertl
()pen 10 Ktttt.s ~endS Of AlL aleSf

The BooKmarK
40tMaln~
MurraY, KY ~

753-12ll
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Attention
December
Graduat8slll
The December Senior Breakfast
will be held Wed., Dec. 8, 2004,
at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom
Seniors and grad uate students who are graduating
m December 2004 are invited to the breakfast

FREE OF CHARGE!
Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs at
762-6831 or studentaffairs@murraystate.edu no later than
Wed., Dec 1. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $4.50
from their department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 762-6831

s

'
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Microwavable meals more convenient for MSU students
of what I bag would be
microwavable,"
said
eflelds@thenews.org
Spencer.
She said variety is a reaFrom Pizza Rolls and Hot son why she eats microwavPockets, to Ramen Noodles able meals three to five
and Easy Mac, students at times a week. Spencer also
Murray State are consum- said she often gets off work
ing more and more too late to eat at Winslow.
microwavable food.
Students living in the resLindsey Spencer, fresh- idential colleges are only
man from Henderson, allowed microwaves in
works at Fast Track and their rooms, because items
said she has seen high sales like hot plates and toaster
of microwavable meals.
ovens are not allowed.
"If I were to guess, 1 Microwaves could be conwould say about 75 percent sidered the most conve-

Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer

Andrea Chapm,m/ f/n• N(•w.~

room."
Mary Moreland, sophomore from Versailles, said

convenience is the reason
she consumes microwaveable food up to four times a
week. She said she can
microwave her dinner and

type a paper or do a project
at the same time.
If she is downstairs in the
kitchen of Hester College
she said she has to
deal with a lack of
access to a computer and an excess of
curious people wanting to know what she
is cooking, She said she
would rather use her
microwave.
"When I eat something
microwaveable, I usually
try to balance it with a piece
of fruit or I drink juice

instead of soda," said Moreland.
Variety is exactly what
brings students to Fast
Track instead of Winslow
Dining Hall.
"I get bored with the
menu Winslow has every
day," said Moreland
Kathy Timmons, assistant
professor in the division of
nutrition, dietetics and food
management, said balance
and variety arc the keys to
a healthy diet.
For full coverage visit
www.thenews.org.

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment- - - - - • Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

1. Nowl7

1. The Incredibles

1. My Boo

1. Dawn of the D ead

1. Metro Girl

Various Artists
2. eMOTIVe
A Perfect Circle
3. Suit
. Nelly
4. Confessions
Usher
s. Stardust: T he Gre at
American Songbook Vol.
Three
Rod Stewart

Usher and Alicia Keys
·2. Drop It Like Itts Hot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrell
3. After the Sunset
3. Lose My Breath
4 . Seed of Chucky
Destiny's Child
4. Over and Over
s. Bridget Jones: Edge of Nelly featu ring Tim
Reason
•
McGraw
5. Goodies
Ciara featuring Petey Pablo
2. The Polar Express

Source: Billboard.com

Source: movies/nytimes.com

Source:

Billboard.com

2.
3.

4.
S.

• Website

kissing.com
Janet Evanovich
This is Michael Chris2. Hour Game
White Chicks
tian's "The Art of Kissing"
David Baldacci
Web site. From this site
Mulan (Special Ed1tion) 3. The Da Vinci Code
people can take a kissing
Dan Brown
survey and read up on some
4. Echoes
Garfield the Movie
kissing facts. There is also a
Daniclle Steel
store that sells items includS. T he Five People You ing "The Art of Kissing"
Van Helsing
Meet In Heaven
and an "Art of Kissing"
Mitch Alborn
DVD. For a short lesson on
how to French kiss, click on
the
French kiss link.
Source: nylimes.com
Source; Billboard.wm
Our Dc'tgn "lc.1m u-clcomcs jOU ro...
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ToE

Pizza

& Italian Restaurant, since 1972
PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS

1100 Chestnut St.
270-767-0211

Daily Speciale • Private Meeting Roome
970 Chestnut St. • 753-2975

Eyer dream of traveling and
studying overseas?
Make the dream a reality!
Travel and study with MSU faculty In England, Scotland, or South Africa and earn MSU credit
at the same time with .•.

The Cooperative Center for Study Abroad
(CCSA)
• South Africa

Su~mer

~' 1T1a.

Own.:r'Stvl"t • \alcrrf Gmhn~. O~n~rfNilll lt:ch

JanJ ~l.l"''"· St}'h-t • ("~nne) • <'hall~•~ · IIJm&l!on, S~} h~l

Men. W~i<!er. b t-Mdren W61~""tt · lvaff: ,,.,; Wd~4~<-0
Sl!1CII}i a. tit - i,p. m.. Mnn ~ fri • ~ n.m 1 p.m..~,.Sut.
Alter houn. b) ap~ltnuncm
1900 N. 12th St.• l\lurrnJ • 753-0304

The Murray
State News
is looking for:

An Assistant
News Editor

(May 16 - June 6, 2005)

Dr. Eugene Ngezem - English

L to R· Ann

&

The Literature of Protest

• Scotland/England (June 13 - July 1, 2005)
,Dr. Stephanie Muller - Psychology

Global Perspectives on
Gender

Dr. Jeanne Scafella - Journalism

Editorial & Opinion Writing

Dr. James C. Broughton - Health

Comparative Practices In
Personal Health Care Issues

J

An Assistant
College Life E.ditor

• London Summer (July 7- August 8, 2005)
Dr. Warren Edminster - English

Tolklen's Medieval Rings

Dr. Gene Garfield - Political Science Contemporary Politics-

England/United Kingdom
Dr. Priya Jha - English

Multicultural London

Apply today at
The Murray
State News
1st floor Wilson Hall

Additional courses available in these and other CCSA
programs. Visit' our website for a full list of courses:

www.ccsa.cc

THE ~Y

For more information, contact:
Mr. David Balthrop, Dept. of Theater & Dance, 762-4634, or
Dr. Celia Wall, Dept. of Journalism & Mass Communication, 762-3171
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Murray State offers child-care for students with.children
Affordable services
available on campus
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

Imagine having to raise a
child and find adequate
child-care, combined with
juggling homework and
working.
Candy Duncan, freshman
from Murray. docs this
every day.
"It is very hard to juggle
school, homework and making sure that you're raising
a well-rounded child all at
the same time," said Duncan.
For Duncan, who has
three children rangeing
from 12 to 4, the juggling act
is a little more complicated.

There are many options
when it comes to choosing
adequate day care facilities
for Murray State students
with children. One such
facility is located on campus.
While Duncan's older
children go to school. her
youngest attends the Calloway County preschool in
the morning and "It Takes a
Village" in the evening, day
care services really help her
extremely busy schedule.
"I am able to do my 'light'
studying at the same time
my children are studying,''
said Duncan. "Also, my 8year-old is wonderful about
quizzing me for my tests, if
he can read my writing and

Andrea Chapman/The News

Tonya Austin, senior from Oxnard, Calif., picks up
her 4-year-old son, Jason Austin, from M ontessori
Discovery School after her classes.
going back to school this
late in life," said Duncan.
"Their
encouragement
everyday makes it easier in
the classroom when it gets
tough."

pronounce some of the
words."
For Duncan, her children
. are extremely encouraging.
"My
children
arc
extremely supportive of me

'fhe 'Wild 'R5spberry

"We find that many Murray State students are very
appreciative of our services," said Marion Carmen,
director of evening child
care for the Ruby Simpson
Child Development Center.
The center,
located
behind Waterfield Library,
prides itself on being able to
provide adequate care at a
very reasonable price.
"We offer care from 4:30
(p.m.) until 9:30 everyday,
and our services are really
catered towards student
parents," said Carmen.
For five hours of care,
parents pay on average of
$10 per night.
"Th~t $10 includes dinner, an evening activity, and
lots of play time," said Carmen.
The price for child-care
on Murray State's campus is
extremely low compared to
the national average par-

ents pay.
According to babycenter.com, parents pay an
average $3,000 to $12.500 a
year to provide their children with care during the
day. That figure breaks
down to average anywhere
from $250 to $1,250 monthly.
The special prices and
hours the center provides
were taken into consideration to help student parents
with busy schedules, said
Carmen.
But for most parents, the
added hassle of raising children is worth it.
"Raising a child is incredibly rewarding, but it is also
at
extremely difficult
times,"
said
Carmen.
"Hopefully we are able to
make things a little easier
(for) them by providing
parents with personal attention and help."

Right Prices•
Right Now:

••••••••••••••••••••
Inventory Reduction Christmas Sale

Continues with 40% off entire store excluding our
Angel Collections (Willow Tree, Sarah's Angels, Foun<lations and Engraved Crystal).
PJus Red Hot Merchandise!

•••••••••••••••••••••
416 Main Street 753-0859

Congratulations!!
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Sports Editor: Nathan Clinkenbeard
AssJstant Sports Editor: Brittuny Renfro

Phone: 762-4481

Bonfire
of smoldering
school colors
Build a massive bonfire.
Now take your UK sweatshirts,
hats and other memorabilia and toss
them in there.
Yeah, all that U of L stuff needs to
go too.
Go to the bookstore, buy some
Murray State apparel and wear it
proudly. This is your university after
all.
I am sick and tired of people who
support another university over their
own.
To w hom do you or your parents
give money? If
you like UK or
w hoever
so
much, why don't
you transfer?
I have done a
lot of thinking
since last week
about
Mick's
Maniacs, and I
realized our overall school spirit
sucks.
It is not just
Nathan
basketball, it's all Clinkenbeard
the sports. Our
Sports Editor
football team has
had an awesome season, they did not
lose a single game at home, and we
still cannot have a decent crowd at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
So I guess most students are at
home watching college football on
television as opposed to going to an
actual game. Maybe TV has ruined us
as Racer fans.
I have no problem with people
being fans of another school other
than your own. My problem. is when
the Jove for that other school exceeds
thelove for Murray State.
This may just be me, but I'd consider that breaking the seventh commandment: adultery. Murray State is
your school. As for others? You can
look, but you can't touch.
Take my roommates, for example.
One is a big UK fan, and the other is
a big UNC fan. The NCAA selection
show rolls around on ESPN and the
UNC fan is hoping Murray State
doesn't have to play North Carolina.
He claims he doesn't know for whom
he'd root.
I asked the UK fan who he would
root for if Murray State played UK,
and he said he didn't know.
Wow. Are you kidding me? That
seriously blows my mind.
I will admit I am a Duke basketball
fan, but if we played the Blue Devils I
would be wearing all navy and gold at
Cameron Indoor Stadium (God
knows no one plays us at the RSEC).
If we won, I would probably die of
excitement. It would be absolutely
incredible if we beat Duke, and I
would have no trouble rooting for
Murray State over Duke.
This is my university. I go to school
here. I work here. I live here. I pay
money to this school. Someday, I will
leave here with a diploma in my band
with the words Murray State Univer'sity ·on it. The diploma won't say
Duke University or University of
KentuckY or wherever.
1 have no tolerance for the Michael
Moore's who roam college campuses.
If you don't love your school, then
get outta here.

OVC title up for grabs
DanTepe

Head Coach Joe Pannunzlo gives
the next play to junio r quarterback
Adam Fisher during t h e T ennessee-Martin win o n Senior Day.

Charles Anthony. Anthony has
rushed for 1,635 yards this seaStaff Writer
dti?J'f.>:!!'tlu:news.org
• son and averaged 5.8 yards per
carry. I-ll' also has 14 touchThe football team travels to down runs.
Nashville to take on Tennessee
Murray State has done well
State Saturday in hopes of stopping the run this season.
securing second place in the The team enters Saturday's
Ohio Valley Conference.
game third in the OVC in rushThe team (6-4, 5-2 OVC) is ing defense. The Racers allow
currently one game behind ll6.6i)'atds ~r game.
Jacksonville State (8-l, 6-1
The Racers wUJ be looking to
OVC).
get the ground game started
Jacksonville State hosts sev- early against the Tigers
enth place Southeast Missouri because it has been successful
State Saturday. which marks in the team's three-game winthe end of the regular season ning streak.
for all OVC teams.
Juniors Ron Lane and Nick
Even with a jacksonville Turner and sophomore Chad
State loss and a Murray State "Tank" Cook each rushed for
win, the best the Racers can do more than 100 yards in the UTis tic Jacksonville State. How- Martin game.
ever. the Gamecocks defeated
It was the first time in Murthe Racers 35-14 this season to ray State history, since records
give Jacksonville State an edge have been kept, three players
in the tic-breaker.
rushed for 100 yards in a game.
Tennessee State (4-6, 2-4
Turner led the charge with
OVC) is coming off a 29-14 loss 148 yards on 26 carries and a
to Eastern Kentucky.
touchdown. His performance
The Tigers are led offensive- led to him being named OVC
ly by senior running back Nl'Wcomcr of the Week.

Lane ran for 134 yards on 18
carries and found the end zone
twice.
Cook added 106 yards on 19
carries.
''This is a great day," Cook
said.
"It's something I'm
always going to remember.''
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio
was shocked at the performance of the trio.
..I've been around this game
for a long time, and I can't
remember ever having my
team or an opponent with three
guys with 100 yards each," Pannunzio said. "That's something
that doesn't happen every day.''
In addition to the strong
offensive performance, the
defense turned in a solid effort
themselves.
The Racers held the Skyhawks to 124 total yards of
offense and recorded its first
shutout since 1997.
Despite going 2-3 and 1·1 in
the OVC in the Racers' first
five games, the team has won
four of the last five games and
has secured a winning record.

Women lead off with DePaul in Moran Realty Classic
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@thcnews.org

This time it's not a new
coach; it's a new team.
week's
82-48
Last
slaughter of the Blue Chip
All-Stars featured a risen
level of athleticism and
quickness among the Racers' newbies.
Returning
seniors,
guard Rebecca Remington and forward Kaleena
Miller, are steering the
players into a team, while
two freshmen guards arc
setting the pace.
Freshman Alaina Lee
posted I3 points in her
second collegiate game,

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

and freshman Shaleea
Petty added l1 points, six
rebounds and a gamehigh 10 assists.
Though not among the
new, sophomore guard
Ashley Hayes manifested
her skills into a game-high
26 points, seven assists,
five rebounds and three
steals.
"It was due to our new
point guards," Hayes said.
''With them pushing the
ball up the court and penetrating, it opens up the
court for the shooters.''
The Racers went a perfect 9·9 from the foul line
and shnt 42 percent from
the field.
The Blue Chip All-Stars

Michc~el

Basketball Camp. Three Remington said. "We'll be
of the players among the in the top three spots if
team beaten last week we can stick together as a
were last years' Racer team."
seniors Stacy Holmes,
Tonight at 7:30 the RacJenny Bowden and Megan ers will take on DePaul to
begin the Moran Realty
Fuqua Barnes.
"We beat them with Classic in Chicago, possispeed," Remington said. bly the toughest game on
"We constantly pushed its schedule. DePaul, is
the ball up the floor and ranked 20th nationally by
ran our offense."
the Associated Press'
Uniform with the score women's college basketwas the balance of ball poll.
turnovers. Murray State
Other teams competing
gave away only 11 in the tournament this
turnovers, but their 16 weekend are Massachusteals contributed to forc- setts and USC. The chaming 23 turnovers for the pionship and consolation
All-Stars.
match wHl be played at
"We hope to be a strong 5:30 and 7:30, respectiveconference contender," ly, Saturday night.

Mcl.aurim•Jrhc:> New:.

Senior guard Rebecca
Remington looks for an
open teammate.
is a team of past "All-Star"
players from the Blue
Chip High Exposure Girls

The Sports Line•••
Murray State Events

TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Pacers at Pistons

Sunday: CBS 5 @ noon
National Football League
Titans at Jaguars

Saturday: ESPN2 @ 11 a.m.
NCAA Football
Michigan State at Penn State

Sunday: ESPN @ 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Night Football
Packers at Texans

...

en

area

rt'!I:«O'Oz#

Friday: W Basketball @ 7:30 p.m.
Moran Realty Classic
Murray St. at DePaul
Saturday: Football @ 2:30 p.m.
The Coliseum
Murray St. at Tennessee St.
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en

•

~~e

::r

Saturday: W Basketball @ TBA
Moran Realty Classic
Murray St. at UMass/USC
Saturday: M Basketball @ 7:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
SIU-Edwardsville at Murray St.
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Courts in session
Regular season begins with senior-led SlUE
Bob Hengge
Staff Writer
bhfm8ee@thcncws.org

. After averaging 92
points in its first two
exhibition games against
VASDA USA and the
Christian Brothers, the
men's basketball team is
ready to defend its Ohio
Valley Conference Championship.
With a high octane
defense and even scoring
across the roster, the Racers will open regular season play at home Saturday
against
SIUEdwardsville and then
host Arkansas Tech
Tuesday night.
Head Coach Mick
Cronin said the Racers
made the necessary
adjustments following the
opener with VASDA and
not only felt more relaxed
against Christian Brothers, but also improved its
intensity on the defensive
end to the level he
expected.
"They said we took
them out of their
offense," Cronin said.
"That's what we're interested in. We don't want to
just let other teams get
comfortable and do what
they want to do.''
The Cougars of SIUEdwardsville are mem-

Ricky Agostin/The News

Reggie Jackson, junior college transfer from Denver , drives over a Christian Brothers University
player Nov. n. Murray St at e men's basketball
starts the regular season at 7:15p.m. Saturday, at
the RSEC against SIU-Edw ardsviUe.
bers of the Division II
Great Lakes Valley Conference and finished the
2003-2004 season with an
overall record of 16-12.

Senior guard Calvin
Sykes is the returning
leader for the Cougars in
points averaging 11.8
points per game last sea-

son. Leading the way for a Division II . opponent,
SlUE on the defensive the Wonder Boys finished
end is senior center Dan the 2003-2004 season
Heimos. At 6 feet 11 inch- with a struggling 7-20
es the former Nebraska record. With a particuCornhusker finished sec- larly difficult time winond in the Great Lakes ning away from its home
Valley Conference in in Russelville, Ark., the
blocks and were the most Racers will look to begin
for the school in 15 years. the season with a successWith a senior laden ful home stand.
l.cd by New Mexico
team. they will have more
experience compared to State transfer Dctrius
the Murray State team Robertson, the Wonder
that is full of new faces Boys, picked to finish last
and missing several key in its conference, will
performers from last give the Racers an opporyear's NCAA tournament tunity to gain experience
it will need for the games
team.
Even though SlUE and against Missouri and
Arkansas Tech are not UAB as well as the conhigh-proftle teams senior ference season.
guard Adam Chiles wants
The first two exhibition
to make sure his team is games of the season
stays focused on a larger served to give Cronin and
goal down the road.
his staff a better idea of
"We don't want to take how the players on this
any opponent lightly, but year's team will work
we would love to start off together and gel as a
the season 2-0 at home," team.
Chiles said. "With a lot of
"The guys on the team
new guys we just need to like the style of play we
get our rhythm down and have because they know
learn to play together. they are going to play,"
Cronin said. "We preach
We're real excited."
The Racers will stay at unselfish basketball conhome to begin the season stantly to our players."
as they take on the WonSaturday's game against
der Boys of Arkansas SIU-Edwardsville begins
Tech Tuesday at the at 7:15 p.m. at the RSEC.
Regional Special Events The Arkansas Tech game
Center.
is Tuesday night at 7:15 in
Again going up against the RSEC.

Volleyball team looks forward after disappointing year
Brittany Renfro

digs and a 'rfatch-high 43
assists.
hrenfr~thencws.org
Sophomore
middle
blocker Katie Kemczys
The season came to an had 11 kills and sophoend for the women's vol- more Allie Hunt had 10
leyball team Saturday kills.
night after suffering lossSaturday, the Racers
es to Southeast Missouri gave Eastern Illinois all
State and Eastern Illinois three
matches
with
University.
scores of 30-14, 30-17, 30Friday, the team took 21.
Kemezys said the loss
on SEMO (10-16, 8-7
OVC), and held on in the was discouraging, but the
first two matches, but did team did all it could to
not have enough momen- keep up the momentum.
tum to stop the Indians.
"Both teams played
The game scores were really hard and no one
32-30, 25-30, 30-23, 30-18. wants to lose, but one
Senior middle blocker, team had to," Kemezys
Danielle Sutterer, bad a said.
match high nine kills.
Murray State attempt"We gave it everything ed to make a comeback in
we had," Sutterer said. the third match as it
"Our defense was great edged the Panthers 14-11
and we were ready to after scoring three points
play, we just didn't pull directly from kills.
Jansen, and Sutterer
off the win."
Individually, the team both had kills to give the
(6-16, 3-12 OVC) was led Racers the advantage, but
by sophomore libero in the end could not fight
Julie Lashley and senior off the Panthers (24-5, 15outside hitter Kimberly 1 OVC).
Bunnagc. Lashley had 24
Eastern Illinois finof the teams 94 digs and ished the match after it
served a co-match high of overpowered the Racers
three aces. Bunnagc had 8-2 and capitalized on the
16 kills and 16 digs.
Lead.
Sophomore outside hitKemezys led Murray
ter Holly Jansen had 18 State with 12 kills, and
digs and senior setter Sutterer had five kills.
Casandra Ersel had 16
Ersel had 30 assists and
Assistant Sports Editor

Lashley had a team-high
11 digs.
Murray State faced
adversity
numerous
times this season with
the suspension of players
and rearranging the team
lineup.
"It's been a long, hard
season," Kemezys said.
"Our minds were somewhere else last week, and
we've just had a lot to
deal with.''
The team did not let
anything keep it down.
"l give our girls so
much respect," Sutterer
said. "We went through a
lot and didn't fall apart,
and I'm just really proud
of the team for sticking
together."
Kemezys said the team
will lose three essential
seniors who led the team
through the good and bad
times.
"I learned a lot from
our seniors, but we
should get at least five
new players next year,"
Kemezys said. ''Hopefully our players will stay
the same from the preseason to the last match."
T he
underclassmen
will have time off during
Winter Break and will
begin
trai ning
next
semester for the spring
season.

Deer tasty,
healthy meal
if cooked right
Opening weekend of g1.1n season
went pretty well. My fiancee,
Michelle, filled a doc tag with one
shot from her .243 on Sunday morning. I killed a little yearling doe Saturday evening with my pistol. While
neither of those deer sported a big
crown of antlers, both were loaded
with a much tastier bounty - chops,
steaks, tenderloin and sausage meat.
There are certain things a hunter
can do to be sure
his deer is worth
eating. I've tasted
deer meat in my
day that simply
wasn't fit for the
table. When folks
complain
that
deer
has
a
"gamey" taste, ·
it's usually the
result of error on
the hunter's part.
If you're careWill
ful with your
Brantley
deer meat. it'll be
Outdoor columnist
delicious.
My
family eats deer at least once a week
when it's available, because it's tasty
and good for you. Venison is very
lean.
A few mistakes in cleaning, though,
will result in a fouled taste. Here's
what I do to ensure great tasting
venison.
First of all, I try to be careful during field dressing not to bust any
organs. Sometimes this is impossible,
if you do get stomach contents on the
meat, wash it off thoroughly.
•
Clean your knife after field dressing and hang the deer for skinning.
Be careful not to get any hair on the
meat during the skinning process.
After skinning, switch to a different knife for quartering the deer. The
hair accumulated on the first knife
during skinning will leave a foul taste
if it touches the meat.
Once the hams, shoulders and tenderloins are cut away. wash all the
blood away from them. Cut away any
bruised tissue from the bullet or
arrow wound. Chill the quarters with
ice as quickly as possible.
When the butchering process
begins, trim away all of the fat possible on the meat. With the hams and
shoulders, it'll be of a jelly-type consistency. Once this is done, muscle
the quarter out, cutting along the
white sinew lines. The muscles will
easily fall away. Once all of the muscles are cut from the bone, cut them
into steaks and trim the fat and sinew
away from each steak.
Basically, when the fat and sinew
are trimmed away and the meat is
not overcooked, deer meat is very
tender. If you have access to a
grinder, use the scraps you've
trimmed away for making sausage. If
you're careful with your deer meat,
you'll have some of the finest eating
Mother Nature has to offer.

MiL h.1el M cL,\llrlnc/1 he News

Kimberly Bunnage, senior outside hitter from
Albion, 01., makes a ldU against T ennessee Tech.
The Racers ended the fall season with two losses.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
ofThe Murray State News. e-mail him
at wbrantley@thencws.org.
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RENTYOUR MOVIES
AT THEMOVIES
ANY 2 RENTALS

MONDAY - TIIURSDAY
FOR$4
IDVD/VHS/VIDEO GAMES)
FOR VIDEO INFORMATION
CAll 753-8084

MURRAY'S BEST
STFAKHOUSE

3

RUNNING!

YEARS

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I CouP011 must be Presented for redemption
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Defensive turnaround highlights winning season
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Looking from last year's
4-8 record to this season's
current record of 6-4 only
one word can sum up what
hHs made the difference ..
Defense.
Defense has been the
main reason this football
team is one game away
from potentially sharing the
Ohio Valley Conference
championship with jacksonville State.
The Racers will need help
from Southeast Missouri
State when the Indians play
the Gamecocks Saturaay,
but Head Coach Joe Pannunzio is not going to
worry about what goes on
with that game.
"SEMO has always helped
us out when we have needed it so maybe they can do
it again," Pannunzio said.
"We can't worry about that
game, though. We have to
go out and take care of ourselves."

The major talk about the
Racer football team this
season has been the dramatic turnaround on the defensive side of the ball, especially against stopping the
run.
Last season, the Racers
gave up 181.8 yards on the
ground, but this season the
defense has managed to
only allow ll6.6 yards per
game, which is good
enough for 20th best in
Division 1-AA.
The defense is not only
dominating on the rushing
end, but its total defense is
ranked 23rd in Division 1AA.

Pannunzio made a coaching move during the summer when he hired Dennis
Therrell to take over as
defensive coordinator, and
it has paid dividends.
Therrell came from Army
where he bad been the
defensive coordinator for
four years. ·Previously,
Therrell had played at Tennessee Tech and was defensive coordinator for the Jlli-

nois State Redbirds when
they went to the Division 1AA semifinals in 1999.
Pannunzio has been very
impressed with Therrell
and he credits him with the
change in the Racer
defense.
"It all starts with our
defensive coordinator Dennis Therrell," Pannunzio
said. "He came in with his
defensive ideas and sold it
over to our kids. We've
been blessed with some
very good players."
Upfront the Racers defensive line is laden with
seniors, and that has been a
blessing this season but will
be a challenge to replace
next season.
. Senior Rohan Godson
anchors the linebacker
corps and has been the
standout on defense as the
final game rolls around.
Godson leads the Racers in
tackles with 83, placing him
12th in the conference.
Another defensive standout has been senior cornerback Onsha Whitaker.

·Have fun with your friends by
having a high fashion j ewelry
show & earn FREE jewelry!
Learn how to loose weight
without exercising.

Whitaker leads the team
and the OVC with six interceptions and is also second
in the conference in the
passes defended category
with 16.
Whitaker has stepped up
his senior year and said
Therrell has been harping
on the defense all season
long to work hard all week
and on every play out on
the football field.
"The
main
thing
Coach Therrell stresses
before every game is to execute what we have been
working on all week and to
handle your assignments,"
Whitaker said. "We play
every down hard and try to
avoid busted plays."
With the departure of
standout seniors like Godson and Whitaker after this
season, the Racer coaching
staff will have its hands full
finding replacements to
continue the new wave of
prowess on defense.
The Racers play at 2:30
p.m. Saturday at Tennessee
State.

Chinese &- Mexican Buffet

Find out what's in for fall & winter.
Stop by Charlie's Antique Mall in Hazel
to see our line and pick u p a cop y of our
beautiful catalog.

Two Locations
to Serve You Better!

Call Crystal at 270-293-2719 b efor e
12/oi/ 04 for more deta ils .

News

CM'HJ\ MOtJ~
• Fresh Soup and Salad Bar
•Hand-Dipped Ice Cream

Do you have a group or organization
that would be interested in selling
jewelry for a fundraiser?

M cl<lu

Br andon Dixon, senior defensive tackle from Leesburg, Ga., attempts to tackle a player from UT-Martin. The Racers play Saturday at Tennessee State.

1004 Paris Road
Mayfield, KY 42066
247..8188

804

Chestnut St.

406 N. 12 Stre~t
Murray, KY 42071
759-2348

753-6656

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

Free "·Room DIRECTV System lnci1Kh
Sl.lndud installauon. 3 month~ free' HBO
& Cmem.1x! Ac(L'S~ lo owr 225 d1.mnel~l
I imill~l time ofier. S&H, re,trktinn~
·'PI'IY. 1-ll00-208-4617.
Building Sale! "Rock llo1tom r llf·c>SI"
Qu•tk Ddivety. Bc.-.t next prt<<' l ll(JI.'J'~''
C.o dirt!(L' S.1H', 20x26. 15xl0, i0K40,
35x60, 4~80. 4t;x<JO, 50xl00, 60xlll0.
Others. Pioneer. 1-800-!>68-54 22

C<M:mmcnt surplur Gre,lt deals on surpill!> and oonfiSC~ted item,. Easy and cooVCflient, r~ht irom your computer. IU;'fm
change dtily, Regrster free \\'\-.w.govdeal~.com or rail (800l613-015f>
I oulsvill•~ An1t1.1ues Shov.~ Louisvtll<~ C.u
525 W.Mu hamm<.>(J Ali Blvd.
I oulwille. S;rl. Nov. 20. I I dm·6pm, Sun.
Nov. 21. 1 Lun-5pm. Admission: $(, 00.
(In<ludc:. appr;~ic:..1ls by WL>S Cow,m. PBS
•lfi<,~ory DeiPC1iws" and "Anliqucs R<~l!l
~how• &0 or the Coonlry' s Finest Ocai<•N;.
l ynnc Dingu~ (,()(,..'i61-988'J
dt·n~,

FOR RENT
Ntwly renontf'd one, two and three
bedroom apartments. $100 dtoposit
and sh: month lease. Please call live
Oak ~partments 753-8221 .
Prof<...,.,H)Il.tl office spare tor rent in lr.1nh:·

fun. lu~l nff US 127

ne.:~r

l·f!-1. AJ~>roxi·

nMtdy 700 square ft't't on ~ood tloor,
priv.tle l>.tlh, doseb. $(,()0 fK'r month,
lnc.Judcs Wd(l'r/sewer, {·k'Liri(. !l<&S. Cdll

502-22.1-882 1

HELP WANTED
Want a $$Million career! Looking for
goal-orift!ted .!>tudents not afraid to
W!oot for the moon, building your own
$Million a year bu~iness. Potential
unlimitf'd. FREE company DVO. 270 ·
492·86l'i or 'l!l3-0165 after 9 p.m.

New Pathways for Children Help
Wanted-Mental Health Counselor (full
Time) Counst-lor to worlc with abuM'd

and neglected t~ girts in a faithb,ued agency. Successful applicant
must pc:mess a master's ~ from an
act redited univernty in human SHVice
field. State credential is preferred but
not required. Applicant must be ablt to
\Ucc~sfully worlc in a ~trong Christian
environment. Position rl'(Juires ~kills In
indi,.idual and group counseling, an
ability and willingness to teach parent·
ing claS5elo and independent living cur·
riculum and be available to work 101M
evenings. Salary will be Commensufale
with experience and licensure. heftlent benefits are avaiWlle. For application pacl<et visit our we!Kite at
www.npfc.net and click the ftYIP&oy·
mt"nt link. or contact Linda Turner at
27().674-6061. New Pathways for-Child~ it an equal opportunity ernployff.
JOIN THE SoUTH~'()()IY> WAY AND HA\'f llif
HI!. I ~lJMMfR Of YOUR LIFE! Southwoods it

a co-ed residential children's camp in
the Adirondack Mountains of New
Yorlc. Soulhwoods is Sft'king ENTHUSI·
ASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-LOVING
individuals to make a positiVf impact on
a child'~ life. Positions are a~ifable in
the areas of: cabin specWisb, alhletio,
outdoor adventure, ae.1li\'e and ptr·
forming arts, water sports and much
more! Benefits of worldng at Southwoods include salary, travel, room,
hoard, laundry and much more! For
more information and to complete an
application please contact us www.
5oulhwoods.com 1-888-449-3357. Wt
love MSU students! Come and continue
the MSU ll!gacy at Southwooch. Join
501lle of your fellow claasmates.•..Martin Son, Stephanie lawrence, Eric Wil~on, Mary Woods, Andrew West,
Amand.l Felber, Simon Grout, Oathan
Shelton, Timothy Dudley, ReMcca
Travis, TJ Garrett. Erin Babb, Justin
ROU!oe, Ben Bowden, Bill RobiJon, Reese
Torrence, Tra~is West, LeAnne West,
kiley Newell, Rich leVeqw, Todd Hoffman, Miclwlle Lovell, Ben Amtott.
l~tille Planning: ~labli!'>hed firm 5<.'t•ks
tn honws sales rPp) to prescnl L'SI.ttll

planning package to prosp!'<.tive
cl~nt~. We offer da)1ime ;'tf'livity. qual·
tfil~ leads, compil"l(' tr.1J ni11g .mel ' UP·

port. $80k+ income potential Call R1ch
at 1-80(}.860-8275, ExtA10
~

~----

SS Get paid weekly! Come work with
eBay Online. Use your home computer
or laptop. No experience Ne< t>ss.1ry.
Call On-line Supj>ht>r. (8b6l622-~<J83,
Ext. 9308 ~ine)upf'il'r.com
Heavy Equipment OP<•rator~ ncc-dL'<i!
l cam lo operate bulldozers, ba(·khoe~.
excavators in 4 wee~! No experience
needed! Good pay & benefttsi 1·866280-5836
Police Oifk ers: Train in law enfortcment
H.'\ Grads 1 7·34. Great pay, bcncfns.
Must relocate. Call M-f 80().284-6289.

Advance your driving career! Increase
In pay package. Contractor~ & Compa·
n)· needed. Flatbw· Refrigerated·
Tanker. Ovl'r-the-road. Some regional.
Cc.mmt'rcial Driver'~ l kense Training.
1·800·771-6318. www.prlmei~m
Annual Raises are good, buy why wait
a full ye.tr? Start at 35 cpm with l yr.
exp. & give yourself TWO 1 cpm rarses
within ihe first 120 days! You're at 37
cpm in 4 mos with full benefits,
as51gned truck. and time off every 14
days. Or drive our truck (or 30 days,
then opt Into a SO down lease. Call 1877-452-5627. 3-mos cxp. req. eoc.;

Big·Rigtrainees needed now! Nu expe-

Get Home Weekly! Get Immediate
benefilS. Ownt'l' Operators too! 1-800235-5627
Drt~r·

Flatbed l>nvcJ> Nero('(!. ~tgn
On Bonus. Excellent pay, fabu lous
home-time. No ll.ltl){'(l/ No Problem!
Full benefits, 6 months rxpNience
required. Call800·4~~ exl.·f.T US

••111 Spring Break Website! Lowest

Drivers: New Pa)· Package. St.1rt .32¢.36¢1 mile depending on experience,
miles, homctirne, ben<'fits. I }"ear OTR,
Rood MVR and Class-A COt required.
TOTAL 800-942·2104 extensions 263,
238,237

Pl Spring Break V•cations! Clncun,

Onvers- Teams, we've got miles! £am
4 1¢1 mile. No NYC, pay on delivery
and guaranteed home!imc. USA Truck
800-237-4642

sified clcp.lltmcnt of thrs newspaper or
call KPS 1·502·22Hl811
,a.ttentino llorneO\\ncr: Display Homt~
wanted ior vin~l srding, wit'\doW,, roOf>.
!'lo payment url11l AJ11ill005. E.l~Y Ct"l.'tJ.
tl Tt-rm~. P,tynl<·nls $1.lrti ng at $99 a
month. 1..SC.J0.2'i 1·084.1

Divan• $1 95, Incorporation $195, Your
allefJ\<rlivc to exp; ·nsive l<!goll fees! I.SQO.
30~12_70 <ll ~:dprr.~SCrvtceOaol.c:om

S$CASHSS CMI1 now for structured sctllemcnts, , nnulli<5, and insurance payouts. (800)794·73 10 J,G. Wentwonh ... JG
WcntWoith ll\Cc1ns cash now for ~
turcd sculements.
~~---

' am looking for 5 honrl>U}'tn to take
advanl.lge of a govcmmenltnsured home
loan prngr.am! Don'l mt% lh•~ opportunity! Call 'l ·llf>&·585·'5271l. 1 ·~51J-5 1 46065. l'IG. [f IL

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

JamaJca, Aapulco, Bahamas, Floncu
& Costa Ri<a. 110% Best Prices! Book
now and get frt'l' partift & meals!
Group discounts. Campus reps wanted! 1-800·234-7007 endlessummertours.com.

-

Driver· Covenant Tr.msport. Teams and
solos ch€ck out our new pay plan. Ask
aiJOUt our regional runs. Ownt.or Operators, experienced drivtY~, solos, teams
and graduate students. Call 1·888MORE·PAY (1-888·667-3729) Equa l
Opportunrty Employer.
Driver. Dedicated, Reglon.11 and OTR
opportunities! Up to 45 n·nts per mile!

TRAVEL
pricfl guarantl-ed. Frt'l' meals and frt'l'
drinks. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for &+
www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com or
800-838-8102.

Drivers: Owner Op<•r.ttors nl'<'ded!
$0.88 pet mile or 70% of gross. Older
truck5 wefcort'\('(j. Freight can gt'l you
home weekends. C1ll MJxrnc at T& T
Dedicated Caniers, Inc. 1-800-511-0082

$3&,000+, GUARANTHD

excellent miles. ha11c everything
Today! 1:2 mos. rec\uired. Heartland
Express www.hcart andexpress.com
1-800·441-'1953

Drivers: Comp.my. Owner Ops We
offer mile5 and money! Homl• ltme
benefits: 401 K, He.tlth, dmtal, vision
available. COL-A 2 1 l lyr. OTR 1-877·
613-6385 ext. 286

Driver· Company Drivers •$42,500+
your 1st ye.Jr!! "Assigned Cunvt·nlionals
w&th walk-in condos •Gre.~t home umcCall 7 days a week 877·687-5627. JDC
l ogistics.

to

Want a Raise? t-tomctimef Benetlts?
Miles/ 543 per mile, great hon1etimc.

Drivers- 374 a mile! Owner Operarors964 all miles! 2700·3100 m&!csl week
ail year! No touch, 2 years OTR, Class
COL. 800·963-3363 www.riV<'r\idP.
transport.:om

298·8277

tits. Up

Joh placement. 8 12·280-73 131 888·

••srar Tr.1nsporl'" nreds inel<perl·
enced dri\l('rs. llonw mo\1 w£'ekends,
PC'Ierbill trucks, sh.Jtt•tl tu ilion. Good
sl<\rting P•l)', Food .md lodging provid·
ed. 1-800-455-4bll2

Driver: Start Driving now with CRST
Van Expedired. Comp.rny Spono,oll'd
COL-A 'rrainingl $500+ TuitiOn reim·
bursemenl for recent graduates! MiiC5,
money,. homc time! BcnefiiS tmmcd•ately! 800-553-2778

Driver;, Over lhe roJd, 15 ~1.11cs. rlat
model <:onvt~ntlon:rls. 3
years experience. $2,000 srgn on
bonu~. Start .34¢-..18¢ mile+ bt'nl•fit~.
Call (8001444-6648

rienc.e OK! Start now! Great pay/ bene-

Regional Runs Avalldblcl Home weekly. Midwest· Northeast- Southeast.
Also hirina 01 R Company- Owner
Operator .Solo-'1e.1ms. Call 1·800·CfiDRIVE www.1 ll tlrive.wm

w/ ~ides, late

CHERRY AlOSSOM GOI F AND
COUNTRY C:l UB, Gmrgrtown, Ky.
Golf DigL'sl volt•d us la~t p lJlt!S to play
2004! Jo10 us for yuur n<•xl 1ound or
outing. .SpeciJI Mt•mi>Cr)hip oriPrs now
ava il able. Call 502-570-•1849!

PER WORD!

An ailnrdable .1nd I~C<Jullful wt.-d<ling

chapel In the Smoky Mountains. Chrir
tian ceremony, pictures, video, f!O'overs
SI.'O. Also providing cahrns, ioml.ll
wear. www.w(·ddingbcllslnth!'smokre.cbm Call 1·80{).1)22-2052

111 Wilson Hall

MISC.

Need a job? CRST No I!XJ>Cflt'nce? No
problem! No cred1t cfl('(k No munth ly
payment Immediate b<·ndit p.1ckage.
Now hiring in your .1re,1. 1·877·443·
8289

Classifieds must be
paid before they run.

Saw lime ilnd money by mdking one
call to pl.1ce a 25·word <la\s1fted in 71
Kentucky rwwsp,lp!'rs for only S225.
ror more tnform..rt1on. f"Ot\1,1<.1 the das-
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Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

Season Record:

(78-66)
LastWeelc

(83-61)
LastWeelc

(77-67)
LastWeelc

(77-67)
Last Week:
(7-7)

(9-5)

(9-5)

(9-5)

Pittsburgh @ Cincinnati

U

Indianapolis @ Chicago
Arizona @ Carolina
St. Louis @ RutTalo
Dallas @ Raltimore
San Francisco @ T:1mpa Bay
Denver @) New Orleans
Detroit @ l\1innesota
Tennessee @ jacksonville

•

N.Y. Jets @ Cleveland
Miami @ Seattle

•

San Diego @ Oakland
Washington @ Philadelphia
Atlanta @' N.Y. Giants
I

Green Bay @ Houston
New England @ Kansas City

Basketball De
® Basketball Roster are due th
semes~er (Thurs. 12/2). RoS~fnit:

e Coach's meetings: Wed. 12!1 & ~s.

12/2 at 4 p.m. in room 103 Carr Health.

Rosters must have at least 5 participants
complete information along with entry fee
in order to be accepted.

e Rosters will only be accepted at coach's
·

meetings.
~

Games begin Jan. 24, 2005

- Entry Fee: $45 per team.
~ Official's

Clinics: Wed. 1/19 & Thurs. 1/20

RACER BASKETBALL

vs.
SIU-EDWARDSVILLE ·
Saturday, Nov. 20
7:15p.m.
First 80 students in reserved
Mick's Maniacs seating receive a

FREE T-SHIRT
All Murray State students receive

FREE ADMISSION

~ Boste~s

1

available in the Campus Rec.
floor Curris Center (in the back
of SGA).

with valid student ID.
Attention Young Racer Fans, Be sure
to be one of the first 50 kids in the
reserved Racer Runt section to get
your FREE Racer Runt t-shirt
from the Murray Ledger & Times!

2004-05
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From the Editor

On the cover:
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New breed assumes tradition

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762·3175

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-6877

Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor • 762-4468

Elizabeth Caweln

gr.1phic by Chi.1-llung Ch,mglgue~l

Opinion Editor • 762-4468

The cover artwork Is a depiction of
the game Guess Who? by Milton
Bradley with most of the faces from
the women and men's basketball
teams.

Heather Bryant
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Onlfne Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano
Chief Copy Editor • 762·4468

Erin Gilles
Photo Editor • 762·4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762-2998

There are a total of 16 new players
on the rosters this season and this
cover and tabloid gives fans the
chance to get acquainted with the
faces and 98JIIeS that have the task
of carrying on the Murray State
basketball tradition.

The
,__

Take another look at the cover and
tell me who these players arc.
I have to sit down with my media
guides, posters and GoRacers.com
just to memorize the names with the
faces.
Even though our men and women's
teams have many new players for the
2004-05 season, it doesn't mean either
team will have a down year. In fact,
both squads are looking to have great
years.
Sure, our men's team lost nine
seniors from last season's Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament championship team, but Head Coach Mick
Cronin has reloaded with transfers
and freshmen. That full-court press
we saw last year will pale in comparison to this year's.
For the women's side, they have
seven new members after three graduated and four left the team, and a
head coach with a new name. T he
newlywed Joi Felton hopes a new last
name spells good news for her Racers.

After bringing
the women's program out of the
depths of despair
with a fifth place
conference finish
last season, Felton w ill look to
keep climbing the
conference ladder.
Both teams will
be fast-paced and
Nathan
full of energy this Clinkenbeard
season, and they
Sports editor
need our help
when they are at home. What do students have to do that is :more importan t than going over to the RSEC to
watch college basketball? Don't even
tell me schoolwork.
We may not know most of the players right now, but we'll have plenty of
time to get to know them. By the time
the season is over they will be just like
family to all of us.

Trophy Case
-
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""""""- tcsport z_ co1n

OFFICIAL LICENSEE OF
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
APPAREL!!!

GO RACERSrrr

SCREEn PRinTinG*EMBROIDERY*ATHLETIC
FOOTWEAR &APPAREL
....
CHECK OUT OUR nEW ARRIVALS FROM
niKE,
REEBOH
I
ADIDAS
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While other teams rebuild, men's team reloads
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@ thencws.org

Michael M<.-Laurlnc/The New~

Junior guard Keith Jenifer
looks for an open teammate
in a win against VASDA.

When the men's basketball
team left Municipal Auditorium last season with the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament championship trophy in
its hands, some thought the
Racers could not repeat.
Those who thought that did
not realize Head Coach Mick
Cronin was reloading instead
of rebuilding.
"I don't like losing. and I
don't have a lot of patience,"
Cronin said. "1 don't think our
fans do either, and that is
another reason why I am such
a good fit for this school."
Cronin lost nine seniors
from his basketball team after
last season, and only three
players who saw action last
season return.
Senior Adam Chiles and
sophomores Shawn Wither-

spoon and T.J. Wolf played lot before I decided to come
last season, but their job of here."
teaching the new guys will
Dansby visited the campus
not be as hard as some may twice before he made his
think.
decision to attend school at
Out of the 12 new players Murray. He came once in the
who will be on the roster, two summer before his senior
transferred from major con- year of high school, and then
ferences and five transferred he made his official visit in
from junior colleges. Cronin August of his senior year.
did manage to sign three
Dansby has Feb. 17 marked
freshmen and had two others on his calendar as he will
walk on the team.
have the opportunity to play
Freshman guard Shane in front of his family and
Dansby played high school friends when the Racers take
basketball at nearby Harpeth on Tennessee State in
High School in Kingston Nashville.
Springs, Tenn. He was lured
"It will be real fun," Dansby
to Murray State by Cronin said. "A bunch of people I
and the way he approaches went to high school with will
the game of basketball and life be there, family and friends
in general.
will be there. It will be good
"I came to Murray State to be back at home playing in
mainly because of Coach front of everybody."
Cronin," Dansby said. "I liked
The Racers brought in
the way he plays the game, Dansby and the other freshand I liked him as a person. men for the future, but forWe had talked on the phone a wards Reggie Jackson, Issian

Redding and center Pearson
Griffith are for the present.
With the departures of
Cuthbert Victor, Kelvin
Brown
and
Antionc
Whelchel, Cronin knew he
was going to need help right
away in the rebounding
department.
"We went after the junior
college guys because we
needed immediate
help
rebounding," Cronin said. "It
is so hard !O recruit big guys
because of the trickle-down
effect with the NBA. The NBA
is taking all of the big guys
that would go to the major
schools, and then in turn the
big schools are taking the big
guys from the mid-majors."
Despite having trouble getting used to the swarm of new
players, this Racer team is
built to give fans and the basketball tradition something it
is very used to: an OVC championship.

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
AnY Budget - Custom Installation
AWhiLPINE.

JL
~AI

[J(J

Sunset Boulevard Music
1109 Chestnut St. - Next Door to Wendy's
Hours: Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m. • Phone: 270-753-0113
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Women's squad looks to seniors to help overcome tough schedule
Ryan Grothe
Staff Writer
rgrothe@thenews.org

Heading into the Ohio Valley Conference tournament last year the
women's basketball team stood strong
with a four-game winning streak.
However, for the fourth year in a row,
Murray State was defeated in the first
round, this time to Southeast Missouri
State.
StiB second-year Head Coach Joi
Felton shows no lack of ambition. The
Racers (13-15, 9-7 OVC) were picked
ninth in the 2003-2004 preseason
polls but finished tied for fifth. Felton's nine conference wins are the
Michael Mclaurine/The News
most ever for any first-year women's Freshman guard Alaina Lee drives
basketball coach, and her nine home the lane against St. Louis Goldstar.
wins ties for third most in Murray Lee scored seven points in the win.
State history.
"I was disappointed in how it ing three starters from last season, the
ended," Felton said. "Overall, we did team is looking to its three remaining
a Jot of things that have improved the seniors and recruited talent to continprogram. Things are headed in the ue its rising level of play. The Racers
feature se,ven newcomers, including
right direction."
After losing seven players, includ- four freshmen. Still, for Felton, the

familiarity is better than last year,
when everyone was new to her.
Her two returning starters are
seniors Rebecca Remington, guard,
and Kaleena Miller, forward.
"The transition is easier this year,"
Remington said. "Us five returners arc
more accustomed to (Felton's) style,
and can help the younger players
adjust."
.
This year, the team will begin its
fight on the hardwood with a sixthplace preseason conference ranking.
But the schedule Felton has laid out
displays the boldness she feels her
team deserves.
"We know we have a hard schedule
in our non-conference games," Remington said. "It'll be a good test. If we
can stick together, our chances in the ·
conference are unlimited. We're a
type of team that plays to the level of
our competition."
.
Tonight the women will begin their
season at the Moran Realty Classic in
Chicago. The team's first challenge
could be toughest of the season. At
7:30 they go up against DePaul, ranked

20th in The Associated Press' women's college basketball poll. DePaul
fell in the second round of the NCAA
Tournament last year to eventual
finalist Tennessee, who is ranked first
this year in the same national poll.
Other contenders in the tournament
this weekend are Massachusetts,
Southern California and Iowa State.
"I'm excited about this challenge,"
Felton said. "Our players will be tested early, but in the long run, 1 hope it
pays off."
Of the 12 non-conference opponents
scheduled to du,el t he Racers this season, five were in postseason play last
year.
To debut the fresh face of the team
on its home court, the squad will host
Northern Iowa Nov. 23. The next of its
two non-conference home games will
be against UNC Charlotte, a National
Invitation Tournament contender last
year, Dec. 8.
The Racers will host its first conference home game against Morehead
State Jan. 6, followed by Eastern Kentucky Jan. 8.
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Felton establishes foundation of discipline for women's team
Brittany Renfro

watch the head coach and gain
experience."
During Felton's 1994-95
brcnfro@them•ws.org
coaching season, her recruitJoi Felton, second-year head ing class was ranked among
coach of the women's basket- the top five in the nation by
ball team has done her share Women's Basketball News
in making this team what it is. Service. Felton has also made
Felton's experience can be nine appearances in the
traced back to her years of NCAA tournament as assisplaying college basketball at tant coach.
Jill Fulkerson, junior guard,
South Florida. After graduating she became the assistant played for Felton last season.
"Felton brought positive
coach and recruiting coordinator at the University of energy to this team," FulkerFlorida from 1990 to 2002. son said. "She brought the
Most recently, Felton held the things she learned from the
assistant coaching position at (Southeastern Conference)
Clemson University from schools and put together a
great coaching staff who
2002-03.
"I think it's a combination of works really well together."
The Racers go into the reguboth playing basketball and
coaching that has prepared lar season with two exhibition
me for this team," Felton said. wins. Felton said the team is
"As a player I know what confident to start the season.
''Our strengths lie in our
they're going through and can
relate to them, and as assistant quickness around the perimecoach I've had a chance to ter and our three point shots,"
Assistant Sports Editor

ly low because there has been
no interest in the games," Felton said. "Now there is a
renewed excitement in the
team, and we have to do our
part to make people want to
come.''
At this point in the season
the Racers are focusing on
playing together as a team.
"We want to play as one
unit and really concentrate on
our defense and rebounding,"
Michael Mclaurine/The News Felton said. "Our girls have to
Women's basketball Head understand that champiCoach Jol Felton speaks to onship teams must rebound
the crowd at Fan Jam.
night in and night out, and
Felton said. "Our weakness is that is the key to winning."
With seven new players,
definitely in our rebounding."
Last season, the Racers fm- Felton's second season might
ished fifth in the conference seem like a first, but the
and since, the team's confi- returners to the team know
dence level has risen. One of what to expect and will pass
Felton's goals as head coach is that knowledge on to the
to turn the women's program younger players, Felton said.
"A lot of the players know
around.
"In the past, attendance at what to expect and can show
women's games has been real- and teach that to the younger

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
Formal Wear, Limousines & Vans
304 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-5000

players," Fulkerson said.
Discipline is the foundation
on which Felton builds her
team.
"Everything you do as a student athlete must be disciplined," Felton said. "You've
got to put the team ahead of
yourself, and our senior leaders enforce that idea in every
aspect of their lives.''
Fulkerson
said
Felton
emphasizes upperclass leadership, and expects them to be
leaders both academically and
on the court.
Felton said the most
rewarding part of coaching is
getting to work with the
women.
"As a role model and coach
to this team, I hope to impact
their lives," Felton said. "They
may not sec it now, but when
they recognize it I hope I had
something to do with their
success. It is very fulfilling to
me."

1

Limousines & Vans
All Occasion
Transportation

Weddings, Proms, Banquets
Birthdays and Anniversaries
1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

< Toll Free Nationwide >
www.mr slad

l-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879
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Senior guard leads by example on, off court
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtep~@thenews.org

Michael Mclaurine/The News

Senior guard Rebecca Remington
blows past a defender for an easy
layup in an exhibition game
against St. Louis Goldstar.

Few athletes have the discipline to
put hours upon hours into their athletic career and maintain a steady
workload in the classroom successfully.
Rebecca Remington is a rare excep·
tion.
The senior guard for the women's
basketball team is confusing opponents on the court with her v.ersatility
and setting an example for freshmen
in the classroom.
Remington currently boasts a 3.97
GPA with an area in Business Administration.
Despite this being only the second
year for Head Coach Joi Felton, she
knows the type of person Remington
is.
''First and foremost, she is a great
person," Felton said. "She is the epitome of the student athlete and a great
example for the younger players."
Last season, Remington had seniors

ahead of her leading the team, and
this season, she is being asked to
accept that role.
"This is a new role for me, and I
need to be a role model for the
younger players," Remington said. "I
have to be there for the team and be a
leader on and off the court."
Felton believes Remington can be
an effective leader for the upcoming
season because of not only her words,
but also her actions.
"She stepped into a new role this
season and is a great leader by example,.. Felton said. "She always works
hard in practice, and the underclass·
men listen to her."
Remington has picked up a few
things from previous seniors on how
to be an effective leader.
"They taught me to give it all I have
both on the court and off," Remington
said. "They showed me to not leave
anything behind because you could
regret it later in life."
As a freshman, Remington was
named to Ohio Valley Conference
All-Freshmen Team. Prior to the start

of this season, Remington was named
preseason All-OVC second team.
Remington averaged 10.4 points and
grabbed 3.2 rebounds per game last
season. She is the leading returning
scorer from last season's team.
In addition, Remington started 19 of
the 28 games.
In the two preseason games, she
scored 13 points against Blue Chip
Legends and 16 against St. Louis Gold·
star.
Remington has the ability to have a
big season and cause match up problems because of her versatility.
"She can score off the dribble, shoot
and run the floor extremely well," Felton said. "Plus, she has the ability to
shoot from behind the 3-point line."
Remington has enjoyed a successful
career and is excited about what the
new season will bring.
"I think we have the ability to finish
near the top in the conference, but
our goal is to compete right now." she
said. "For me personally, I just want
to have a well-rounded year and step
up when I'm called to do so."

753·3788
638 N. 12th St.
Mon.-Thurs. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.-11 p.m. • Sun. 10:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
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courtesy of MSU Sports Info Dept.

Front Row (left to right): Manager Jeff Johnson, Ashley Hayes, Gerraca Matthews, Alaina Lee, Bead Coach Joi Felton, Shaleea Petty, Jill Fulkerson,
Francheska Foreman, Manager Hannah McCune. Back Row: Asst. Coach Misty Garrett, Trainer Jay Roberts, Jessica Hirsch, Joi Scott, Kaleena
Miller, Katie Willinger, Ashley Smith, Rebecca Remington, Asst. Coaches Rob Cross, Tombi Bell
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506 North 12th St. • Murray
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Carry Out Available

EYEs

EYEWEAR

(Olympic Plaze, Next to Los Porta/as- Murray) • 753-5507

• Comprehensive Exams
for Glasses & Contact Lenses
•Ireatment of Eye Infections
•Walk-Ins Welcome
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Low, Low Liquor Prices!!!
George Dickel 8yr. -Half Gallon- $21.99
Crown Royal- Fifth- $19.99
Woodford Reserve- Fifth- $19.99

Seagrams Gin and Vodka- Half Gallon- $17.99
Seagrams 7- Half Gallon- $17.99
Early Times- Half Gallon- $16.99

Ketel One: Half Gallon - $32.99 Fifth - $19.99
4 Year Jim
,.,.., Beam: Half Gallon- $21.99 Fifth- $13.99
1224 West Wood St. Hwy 54 & 69 • Paris, TN • 731 -642-7714
Open Monday- Saturday, 8 a.m.- 11 p.m.

December 3-9 receive 10°/o OFF with MSU faculty, student or staff ID!!
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